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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of Ser. No. 88/732,936 (Published April 28, 2020)
& Reg. Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126

Softek Illuminate, Inc.,
Opposer / Respondent,

Proceeding No. 91256082

v.
Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp.,
Applicant / Petitioner.

MOTION TO COMPEL
DISCOVERY RESPONSES AND DEPOSITIONS

MOTION
Applicant Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp. (“Applicant” or “MSD”) hereby moves the
Board for an order: (1) compelling, pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 2.120(e) and Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 37, Opposer Softek Illuminate (“Opposer” or “Softek”) to fully answer MSD’s First
Interrogatories and to produce all relevant, responsive, and non-privileged documents requested
in MSD’s First Request for Production of Documents; (2) ordering, pursuant to 37 C.F.R.
§ 2.120(f)(1) and Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 30(b)(6) and 37, that Softek cause its officers
Matt McLenon and Mary McLenon, and its 30(b)(6) designee(s) to appear for oral depositions;
(3) extending, pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §§ 2.120(a) and 2.121(a) and Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 6(b), discovery as specified herein; and (4) granting all other relief that the Board
deems just and proper.
In support of this motion, MSD states as follows:
INTRODUCTION
Softek believes that the rules do not apply to it. Instead, Softek believes that it can
initiate a formal opposition proceeding, assert broad rights across an entire field, then refuse to
participate in even the most fundamental procedural aspects of its own challenge. Specifically,
Softek has refused to (1) provide complete written responses and produce all relevant,
responsive, and non-privileged documents in response to MSD’s discovery requests, despite its
promise to do so months ago, and (2) make available for deposition the two officers that it has
disclosed as having discoverable information on which Softek may rely, or any 30(b)(6)
designees. Through this motion, MSD asks that Softek be required to provide basic, relevant,
discoverable, and non-privileged information and documents—i.e., complete discovery
responses and the opportunity to depose Softek’s knowledgeable officers—that MSD needs to

defend itself against Softek’s claims and to develop key aspects of its defenses and
counterclaims.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND
Softek’s Deficient Responses to Interrogatories and Requests for Production
MSD served its First Set of Interrogatories and First Set of Requests for Production on
December 18, 2020. See Declaration of Robert N. Hunziker (“Hunziker Decl.”) at ¶ 1. Under
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 33 and 34, Softek’s deadline to serve responses was January
17, 2021. Id. at ¶ 2. Softek requested, and MSD consented to, a 30-day extension of the
deadline to February 16. Id. at ¶ 3.
Softek failed to respond to MSD’s requests by February 16, 2021, prompting MSD to
email Softek’s counsel on February 18, 2021, to inquire as to the status of Softek’s responses.
Id. at ¶ 4. On February 19, 2021, Softek served its responses to MSD’s discovery requests;
however, these responses were deficient in a number of substantive respects. Id. at ¶¶ 5–6.
On March 29, 2021, MSD sent a letter to Softek detailing at least 17 deficiencies in
Softek’s responses and requesting that the parties confer to discuss a resolution. Id. at ¶ 6, Ex. 7.
During the parties’ meeting on April 1, 2021, Softek represented that it would supplement its
responses to correct several of the deficiencies identified by MSD, including the six stilloutstanding deficiencies at issue in this motion. Id. at ¶¶ 7–8, Ex. 8.
On May 13, 2021, after the passage of 42 days without any supplementation by Softek,
MSD sent a follow-up letter requesting that Softek serve the promised supplementation
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immediately. Id. at ¶ 8. Over a week later, on May 24, 2021, 1 Softek served its supplemental
discovery responses. Id. at Ex. 11, Ex. 12.
Softek’s belated supplementation failed to remedy at least six of the deficiencies that
MSD previously identified, and that Softek previously agreed to correct. MSD therefore wrote
again to Softek on May 26 to identify the outstanding deficiencies and to inform Softek of
MSD’s intent to file this motion to compel if Softek did not immediately supplement its deficient
responses. Id. at ¶ 11, Ex. 13. On the evening of May 28, 2021, Softek emailed MSD, indicating
that it would not be timely supplementing its still-deficient responses as requested in MSD’s
third deficiency letter. Id. at ¶ 12.
Despite MSD’s good faith efforts to resolve these disputes over the past two months, as
of the filing of this motion, and as described in greater detail infra, Softek still has not cured the
following six deficiencies, first identified in MSD’s March 29 deficiency letter:
1. Softek Imposes Improper Date Limitations (All Interrogatories and RFPs 11–13).
2. Softek Fails to Provide a Full Description of Its Goods and Services (Interrogatory 4).
3. Softek Refuses to Identify Relevant Third-Party Marks (Interrogatory 11).
4. Softek Fails to Provide a Full Description of Its Chain of Title (Interrogatory 14).
5. Softek Fails to Provide a Full Description of Its Classes of Consumers (Interrogatory
18).
6. Softek Refuses to Produce Documents Sufficient to Identify Its Classes of Consumers
(RFP 9).
Id. at ¶¶ 11–12, Ex. 13. MSD’s requests and Softek’s operative responses are included in their
entireties in Exhibits 11 and 12 to the Declaration of Robert N. Hunziker.

1

In a letter dated May 17, 2021, Softek insisted that it need not serve responses by any particular
date because it previously “committed only to responding ‘in the time period allotted for the
same.’” Id. at Ex. 10. Softek did not explain what it meant by “the time period allotted.” Id.
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Softek’s Refusal to Participate in Depositions
On May 10, 2021, MSD served three deposition notices. Id. at ¶ 13. The first two
notices concerned the depositions of the two Softek officers disclosed by Softek as possessing
relevant and discoverable information on which Softek may rely to support its claims, CEO Matt
McLenon and Controller/Secretary Mary McLenon. Id. The third notice concerned the
deposition of Softek, via its corporate designee(s), pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure
30(b)(6). Id. MSD’s notices included tentative deposition dates, though MSD invited Softek to
propose alternative dates in its cover letter to the notices. Id. at ¶ 13, Ex. 17 at 15. MSD’s
notices sought to reduce the burdens on the parties associated with the COVID-19 pandemic by
proposing the use of remote deposition via videoconferencing technology. Id. at ¶ 13, Ex. 14,
Ex. 15, and Ex. 16.
Two days later, on May 12, 2021, Softek responded by (i) insisting that it be given at
least 30 days to prepare for any oral deposition, (ii) demanding that MSD withdraw the notices
altogether and pursue instead only written deposition questions, and (iii) threatening to seek a
protective order if MSD refused to comply with Softek’s demands. Id. at ¶ 14, Ex. 17 at 14–15.
On May 13 and 15, MSD sought to resolve the dispute by offering alternative deposition
dates, including dates that would provide the 30-days’ notice demanded by Softek. Id. at ¶ 14,
Ex. 17 at 11, 13–14. Yet, in its May 17 response, Softek did not acknowledge MSD’s
compromise proposal, but instead asserted that Softek would comply only with written
deposition questions rather than oral depositions. Id. at ¶ 14, Ex. 17 at 10–11.
Between May 10 and May 25, MSD made a good faith effort to resolve this dispute. Id.
at ¶ 16. Over the course of 15 exchanged emails and a lengthy meet and confer, Softek
maintained that it would not make its officers or any 30(b)(6) designee(s) available for oral
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depositions, but would instead only comply with written deposition questions or interrogatories,
as reflected in the following representative statements:
•

May 13 – “If you remain unwilling to work with us on this issue, and insist on
rushing forward with all three of these largely unnecessary depositions, we will
simply move the Board for a protective order and let the Board evaluate how
reasonable your requested discovery is.”

•

May 19 – “We restate that we fail to see the necessity for unrestricted oral depositions
when more practical written depositions would suffice.”

•

May 24 – “The matters at hand are not so complicated or unable to be reduced to
writing that they require extensive oral depositions of my client’s CEO.”

•

May 25 – “We are, again, prepared to talk about each topic of deposition and confirm
which we can answer sooner and with better information via written responses than
preparing for and holding an oral deposition.”

Id. at ¶¶ 14–17, Ex. 17.
During the parties’ May 20 meet and confer, Softek likewise confirmed that Softek would
not make available any of its officers or 30(b)(6) designee(s) for oral depositions, whether on the
dates noticed by MSD or otherwise. Id. at ¶ 17. Softek further stated that it would file a motion
for a protective order prior to the first noticed deposition date, May 27. Id. On May 25, Softek
informed MSD that, rather than pursuing its repeatedly threatened motion for a protective order,
Softek instead would “await [MSD’s] motion to the [B]oard to compel discovery” before making
available any of Softek’s officers or 30(b)(6) designee(s) for oral depositions. Id. at ¶ 17, Ex. 17
at 1. The first noticed deposition date, May 27, 2021, has now passed without Softek making
available any deponents, yet Softek has not filed a motion to quash MSD’s deposition notices or
a motion for a protective order. Id. at ¶ 18.
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ARGUMENT
I.

Softek Must Supplement Its Deficient Written Discovery Responses.
Where a party fails to respond to proper discovery requests, the Board is empowered to

compel a response. 37 C.F.R. § 2.120(e); Fed. R. Civ. P. 37. Here, Softek has failed to provide
full and accurate responses to MSD’s written discovery requests, and failed further to follow
through on its representation that it would remedy its deficient responses.
Specifically, Softek’s discovery responses remain deficient in the following ways.
A.

Softek Imposes Improper Date Limitations (All Interrogatories and RFPs
11–13).

Softek improperly limits its responses to all of MSD’s interrogatories by providing
responsive information from only the past 3 years: “Opposer objects to each of Applicant’s
interrogatories which have no defined scope of time, and will answer each such interrogatory
only within the last three years, unless a specific time is requested by Applicant or is required by
the subject matter of the interrogatory.” Hunziker Decl. at ¶ 10, Ex, 12 at 2. Similarly, Softek
improperly limits its responses to MSD’s RFP 11 (concerning Softek’s advertising materials that
include Softek’s alleged mark), RFP 12 (concerning all forms in which Softek’s alleged mark
has appeared), and RFP 13 (concerning Softek’s promotional materials and sales literature that
include Softek’s alleged mark) by agreeing to provide documents only “for the past three years.”
Id. at ¶ 10, Ex. 11 at 5–6.
Softek’s 3-year limitation is improper because MSD has alleged nonuse, abandonment,
and fraud claims dating back to 2008, when Softek’s alleged predecessor in interest 2 filed the

2

The file history for Reg. No. 3,608,560 includes a December 14, 2017, recordation of a
purported assignment from Softek Solutions, Inc. to Softek. Id. at ¶ 19. According to his
LinkedIn profile, Matt McLenon, the CEO of Softek whom MSD seeks to depose, was CEO of
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application that matured into Reg. No. 3,608,560. Information and documents reflecting when,
how, to what extent, in what forms, through what trade channels and classes of consumers, and
in connection with which services Softek’s alleged predecessor used Softek’s alleged mark are
central to determining the validity of Reg. No. 3,608,560.
Softek’s sole objection—i.e., that it would be burdensome to collect old documents—is
therefore tantamount to prohibiting MSD from pursuing discovery on its counterclaims, and
instead limiting MSD to defending itself against Softek’s claims.
Accordingly, Softek should be compelled to provide responsive information and
documents dating back to at least 2008.
B.

Softek Fails to Provide a Full Description of Its Goods and Services
(Interrogatory 4).

In response to Interrogatory 4, which requests a description of all goods and services
offered by Softek in connection with its alleged mark, Softek states, “The full list of
functionalities, which encapsulates the goods and services provided by the Illuminate Software,
can be found in documents produced in Opposer’s response to Applicant’s First Set of Requests
of Production of Documents and Things.” Id. at ¶ 10, Ex. 12 at 3–4.
Softek’s response is deficient in two ways.
First, Softek apparent reliance of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 33(d) is inappropriate
at the outset because it is not the case that “the burden of deriving or ascertaining the answer will
be substantially the same for either party.” See TBMP § 405.04(b); No Fear Inc. v. Rule, 54
U.S.P.Q. 2d 1551, 1555 (TTAB 2000). Softek is intimately familiar with the functionalities of

Softek Solutions, Inc. from approximately March 1995 to June 2016. Id. at ¶ 20. As Softek’s
Mr. McLenon was CEO of Softek Solutions, Inc., the alleged predecessor in interest to Softek’s
alleged mark, during all relevant times, the arbitrary time limitation that Softek has set for its
responses is not reasonable or appropriate.
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its own software and undoubtedly summarizes, in simple terms, those functionalities in
conversations with actual and potential customers every day. It therefore makes little sense for
MSD to try to reverse-engineer a comparable understanding from a review of documents.
Second, Softek makes no attempt to “specify[] the records that must be reviewed, in
sufficient detail to enable the interrogating party to locate and identify them as readily as the
responding party could.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 33(d)(1).
Accordingly, Softek should be compelled to provide a full narrative response to this
interrogatory, or at least to specify with particularity the necessary documents for MSD’s
review. 3
C.

Softek Refuses to Identify Relevant Third-Party Marks (Interrogatory 11).

Softek has failed altogether to provide a substantive response to Interrogatory 11, which
requests information about third-party ILLUMINATE marks of which Softek is aware. See
Hunziker Decl. at ¶ 10, Ex. 12 at 6. After MSD raised this deficiency, Softek represented during
the parties’ April 1 meeting that it would supplement its response and provide responsive
information. Id. at ¶ 7, Ex. 8 at 2. Yet Softek’s supplemental response continues to provide no
substantive information:
Opposer objects to Interrogatory No. 11 on the grounds that it is overly broad and
seeks irrelevant information and is unduly burdensome and disproportionate to the
needs of the case, and contains documents and communications protected by the
attorney-client privilege and the work product doctrine. Additionally, this
information is partly duplicative with Interrogatory No. 9.

3

Softek’s incomplete and evasive responses are particularly inappropriate given Softek’s refusal
to make any of its knowledgeable officers available for depositions, during which such details
could be explored in more meaningful detail.
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Id. at ¶ 10, Ex. 12 at 6.
To the extent that Softek relies on a non-particularized claim of privilege, Softek is
misguided. “The privilege only protects disclosure of communications; it does not protect
disclosure of the underlying facts by those who communicated with the attorney . . . .” Upjohn
Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 395–96 (1981).
This information is relevant to the parties’ claims and defenses because the existence of
third-party uses of, and rights in, ILLUMINATE marks in the medical or health fields and
Softek’s knowledge of, and failure to take action against, such third-party uses or rights weighs
into the distinctiveness and strength of Softek’s alleged mark.
Accordingly, Softek should be compelled to provide a substantive answer to this
interrogatory.
D.

Softek Fails to Provide a Full Description of Its Chain of Title (Interrogatory
14).

In response to Interrogatory 14, Softek fails to describe a complete chain of title for the
mark it asserts against MSD. Specifically, Softek omits any reference to any common law rights
on which Softek’s alleged predecessor premised its use-based application, which matured into
one of the registrations (Reg. No. 3,608,560) that Softek asserts against MSD. Rather, Softek
begins its description of its chain of title with the curiously non-specific statement, “Mark
3,608,560 was registered by the USPTO, with ownership vested in Softek Solutions, Inc.,
Opposer’s predecessor in interest.” Hunziker Decl. at ¶ 10, Ex. 12 at 7. The extent to which any
such common law rights existed in connection with each specific service identified in Reg. No.
3,608,560 is an essential aspect of MSD’s claims of nonuse, abandonment, and fraud.
Accordingly, Softek should be compelled to provide a complete answer to this
interrogatory.
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E.

Softek Fails to Provide a Full Description of Its Classes of Consumers
(Interrogatory 18).

Softek refuses altogether to provide the description of Softek’s classes of consumers
requested by Interrogatory 18. Instead, Softek asserts that this request is duplicative of
Interrogatory 7. Not so.
Interrogatory 7 asks Softek to identify its classes of purchasers: “Describe the classes of
purchasers to whom Opposer has marketed or sold Opposer’s Goods and Services.” Id. at ¶ 10,
Ex. 12 at 4–5.
Interrogatory 18, on the other hand, requests a more detailed description of consumers
within those classes: “Identify the nature, identity, and characteristics of each class or types of
consumer or purchaser to which Opposer markets, offers, or sells Opposer’s Goods and
Services.” Id. at ¶ 10, Ex. 12 at 9.
Softek’s response to Interrogatory 7—“The consumers of goods and services provided
under the ILLUMINATE Marks are hospitals and physicians.” Id. at ¶ 10, Ex. 12 at 4–5—
therefore fails entirely to provide any of the detail requested by Interrogatory 18. Specific details
about Softek’s actual and potential consumers, such as the particular types of physicians and
hospital departments to which Softek markets its services, are at the core of Softek’s likelihoodof-confusion claim, MSD’s affirmative defense regarding the restriction of MSD’s application,
and MSD’s nonuse, abandonment, and fraud counterclaims.
Accordingly, Softek should be compelled to provide a complete answer to this
interrogatory.
F.

Softek Refuses to Produce Documents Sufficient to Identify Its Classes of
Consumers (RFP 9).

Softek’s response to RFP 9, which seeks documents sufficient to identify Softek’s classes
of consumers, is nonsensical: “After clarifying [during the parties’ meet and confer] that such
- 10 -

documents likely do not exist, see documents produced.” Id. at ¶ 10, Ex. 11 at 4–5. Either the
documents exist or they do not.
More centrally, Softek’s apparent claim that it lacks any documents sufficient to identify
its classes of consumers is disingenuous at best. During the parties’ meet and confer, for
example, Softek confirmed that it should have at least some documents reflecting the nature of
its own customers, including at least pitch documents and trade show materials. Softek
represented that it would produce such materials, but it has not provided any such
supplementation.
Accordingly, Softek should be compelled to provide a complete and intelligible answer to
this request and to produce all responsive documents, including but not limited to the pitch
documents and trade show materials referenced during the parties’ meet and confer.
II.

Softek Must Make Its Officers Available for Oral Depositions.
Where a party fails to respond to a proper deposition notice, the Board is empowered to

compel attendance at a deposition. 37 C.F.R. § 2.120(f)(1); Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(a); see also 7D
Food Int’l, Inc. v. Western Sales Trading Co., Opposition No. 91193605, 2011 WL 13054684
(TTAB 2011).
Softek has failed—in fact refused—to make available for depositions either of the
officers that it identified in its initial disclosures as having relevant and discoverable information
on which Softek may rely to support its claims, or any corporate designee(s) under Federal Rule
of Civil Procedure 30(b)(6), on the dates noticed or any other alternative dates. Instead, Softek
insists that it will only comply with written deposition questions or further interrogatories.
Softek’s refusal is inappropriate for four reasons.
First, oral depositions are particularly suited to cases such as this, where candid
discussions with knowledgeable officers from Softek are necessary to obtain critical, relevant,
- 11 -

and admissible information that is not readily obtained through written responses and to test the
veracity of written responses produced otherwise to develop MSD’s defenses and claims. MSD
should be permitted to discuss with a knowledgeable officer from Softek crucial topics such as
the Softek’s uses of its alleged mark and the specific services offered under the mark, the
specific class and nature of Softek’s customers, the limitations of Softek’s software functionality,
and Softek’s prior representations to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
Second, as reflected in Softek’s still-deficient responses—not to mention the other 11
deficiencies from Softek’s original responses prior to the parties’ meet and confer—to written
discovery requests served five months ago, there is little reason to believe that written deposition
questions or further interrogatories, filtered through counsel, would provide meaningful
additional information.
Third, oral depositions are a standard discovery tool that do not require the consent of the
party to be deposed. See TBMP § 404, 37 C.F.R. § 2.120(b); Fed. R. Civ. P. 30. Indeed,
“issuance of a protective order totally prohibiting a deposition occurs only in extraordinary
circumstances.” TBMP 412.06(a).
Fourth, despite repeated claims that it would do so, Softek did not file a motion to quash
MSD’s notices or for a protective order. See TBMP § 410 (“A party on which a notice of
deposition was served may file either a motion to quash the notice of deposition or a motion for a
protective order in certain circumstances,”); see also TBMP §§ 412, 521, 526. It was therefore
Softek’s obligation to make its officers and designee available for depositions as noticed. TBMP
§ 404.03(a)(1) (“If a proposed deponent residing in the United States is a party, or, at the time set
for the taking of the deposition, is an officer, director, or managing agent of a party, or a person
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designated under Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(b)(6) or 31(a)(4) to testify on behalf of a party, the
deposition may be taken on notice alone.”).
Accordingly, the Board should order Softek to make available for depositions its CEO
Matt McLenon, its Controller/Secretary Mary McLenon, and one or more corporate designees
pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 30(b)(6). S. Industries, Inc. v. Lamb-Weston, Inc.,
45 U.S.P.Q.2d 1293 (TTAB 1997).
III.

MSD’s Discovery Period and the Parties’ Remaining Deadlines Should Be
Extended.
The Board has broad discretion to extend discovery and testimony periods. 37 C.F.R.

§ 2.121(a); Fed. R. Civ. P. 6(b). Indeed, the Board may “reopen or extend discovery solely for
the benefit of a party whose opponent, by wrongfully refusing to answer, or delaying its
responses to, discovery, has unfairly deprived the propounding party of the right to take followup.” Miss Am. Pageant v. Petite Prods. Inc., 17 U.S.P.Q. 2d 1067, 1990 WL 354560, at *4
(TTAB 1990).
Here, Softek’s initial discovery responses were deficient, and it has delayed its promised
supplementation to written responses by months, only to serve still-deficient supplemental
responses with less than a month to go in discovery. Worse, Softek has refused altogether to
participate in depositions. Through these actions, Softek has deprived MSD of a meaningful
opportunity to conduct not only follow-up discovery, but to conduct any deposition discovery at
all.
Accordingly, MSD requests that the Board extend discovery for the benefit of MSD only
by (i) providing MSD time to conduct its noticed depositions, and (ii) providing MSD time to
conduct any necessary follow-up discovery based on those depositions. MSD further requests
that the Board extend all subsequent testimonial and other deadlines for both parties by sixty
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days from the end of the limited extension of the discovery which it grants to MSD only. See
Amazon Techs., inc. v. Wax, 93 U.S.P.Q.2d 1702, 2009 WL 5874857, at *5 (TTAB 2009)
(providing comparable relief).
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Opposer respectfully requests that the Board issue an Order:
(1) compelling, pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 2.120(e) and Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 37, Softek
to fully answer MSD’s First Interrogatories and to produce all relevant, responsive, admissible,
and non-privileged documents requested in MSD’s First Request for Production of Documents;
(2) ordering, pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 2.120(f)(1) and Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 30(b)(6)
and 37, that Softek cause its CEO Matt McLenon, Controller/Secretary Mary McLenon, and one
or more 30(b)(6) designees to appear for oral depositions; (3) extending, pursuant to 37 C.F.R.
§§ 2.120(a) and 2.121(a) and Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 6(b), discovery for the benefit of
MSD only as specified herein; and (4) granting all other relief that the Board deems just and
proper.
Dated: May 28, 2021
Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Marie A. Lavalleye
Marie A. Lavalleye
Robert N. Hunziker
Ryan C. Miller
COVINGTON & BURLING LLP
One CityCenter
850 Tenth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001-4956
(202) 662-5439
mlavalleye@cov.com
rhunziker@cov.com
rmiller@cov.com
Counsel for Applicant / Petitioner
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of Ser. No. 88/732,936 (Published April 28, 2020)
& Reg. Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126

Softek Illuminate, Inc.,
Opposer / Respondent,

Proceeding No. 91256082

v.
Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp.,
Applicant / Petitioner.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
This is to certify that I have this 28th day of May, 2021, caused the foregoing Motion to
Compel Discovery Responses and Depositions to be served on Softek Illuminate, Inc. by email at
the following email addresses: rreynolds@conroybaran.com and rbaran@conroybaran.com.

Robert N. Hunziker
Robert N. Hunziker
Counsel for Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of Ser. No. 88/732,936 (Published April 28, 2020)
& Reg. Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126

Softek Illuminate, Inc.,
Opposer / Respondent,

Proceeding No. 91256082

v.
Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp.,
Applicant / Petitioner.

DECLARATION OF ROBERT N. HUNZIKER
I, Robert N. Hunziker, hereby declare as follows:
I am an attorney duly admitted to practice in the District of Columbia. I am an Associate
with the firm of Covington & Burling LLP, attorneys for Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp.
(“Applicant” or “MSD”). I submit this Declaration in support of Opposer’s Motion to Compel
Discovery Responses and Depositions.
1.

MSD served its First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of

Documents on Softek via email on December 18, 2020. See Exhibits 1 and 2 hereto, which are
true and correct copies of these discovery requests. On information and belief, MSD’s discovery
requests are in compliance with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and TTAB rules.
2.

Under Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 33 and 34, Applicant’s responses

to Opposer’s discovery requests were due January 17, 2021.

3.

On January 6, 2021, Softek requested a thirty-day extension to respond to

Opposer’s discovery requests, which MSD granted. See Exhibit 3 hereto, which is a true and
correct copy of this email exchange. As a result of this extension, Softek’s responses were due
February 16, 2021.
4.

Softek failed to respond to MSD’s requests by February 16, 2021,

prompting MSD to email Softek on February 18, 2021, inquiring as to the status of Softek’s
responses. See Exhibit 4 hereto, which is a true and correct copy of this email.
5.

On February 19, 2021, Softek served its responses to MSD’s

Interrogatories and Discovery Requests. See Exhibits 5 and 6 hereto, which are true and correct
copies of these responses.
6.

After reviewing Softek’s responses, MSD determined that the responses

included a number of substantial deficiencies. MSD sent a letter to Softek on March 29, 2021,
identifying the deficiencies and requesting that the parties participate in a meet and confer to
address them. See Exhibit 7 hereto, which is a true and accurate copy of MSD’s first deficiency
letter.
7.

The parties held a meet and confer via telephone on April 1, 2021, during

which Softek represented that it would supplement its responses to address these deficiencies,
including by producing pitch documents and trade show materials responsive to Request for
Production No. 9. See Exhibit 8 hereto, which is a true and correct copy of MSD’s email
summary of the meet and confer.
8.

Having received no such supplementation for over a month despite

Softek’s representations, MSD sent a second deficiency letter to Softek on May 13, 2021. See
Exhibit 9 hereto, which is a true and accurate copy of MSD’s second deficiency letter.
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9.

On May 17, 2021, Softek sent MSD a non-substantive response to MSD’s

second deficiency letter, insisting that Softek need not supplement by any particular date. See
Exhibit 10 hereto, which is a true and correct copy of Softek’s response.
10.

Over a week after MSD’s second deficiency letter, on May 24, 2021,

Softek served its supplemental discovery responses. See Exhibits 11 and 12 hereto, which are
true and correct copies of these responses.
11.

MSD reviewed the supplemental materials and determined that such

supplemental materials addressed only some of the deficiencies that Softek represented it would
remedy in the April 1, 2021, meet and confer. MSD informed Softek of these remaining
deficiencies in a third deficiency letter sent on May 26, 2021. See Exhibit 13 hereto, which is a
true and correct copy of MSD’s third deficiency letter.
12.

As of the date of this declaration, Softek has not cured the deficiencies in

its responses. Instead, Softek emailed MSD on the evening of May 28, 2021, indicating that it
would not be timely supplementing its still-deficient responses as requested in MSD’s third
deficiency letter. See Exhibit 19 hereto, which is a true and correct copy of Softek’s email.
13.

On May 10, 2021, MSD served Softek with three deposition notices. See

Exhibits 14, 15, and 16 hereto, which are true and correct copies of MSD’s deposition notices.
The first two notices concerned the depositions of the two Softek officers disclosed by Softek as
possessing relevant and discoverable information on which Softek may rely to support its claims,
CEO Matt McLenon and Controller/Secretary Mary McLenon. The third notice concerned the
deposition of Softek, via a corporate designee or designees, pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 30(b)(6). MSD’s notices included tentative deposition dates, though MSD invited
Softek to propose alternative dates in its cover letter to the notices. See Exhibit 17 hereto, which
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is a true and correct copy of Softek and MSD’s email correspondence regarding MSD’s
deposition notices, at 15. MSD’s notices sought to reduce the burdens on the parties associated
with the COVID-19 pandemic by proposing the use of remote deposition via videoconferencing
technology. See Exhibits 14, 15, and 16.
14.

On May 12, 2021, Softek responded by (i) insisting that it be given at least

30 days to prepare for any oral deposition, (ii) demanding that MSD withdraw the notices
altogether and pursue instead only written deposition questions, and (iii) threatening to seek a
protective order if MSD refused to comply with Softek’s demands. See Exhibit 17 at 14–15.
15.

On May 13 and 15, MSD sought to resolve the dispute by offering

alternative deposition dates, including dates that would provide the 30-days’ notice demanded by
Softek. See Exhibit 17 at 11, 13–14. Yet, in its May 17 response, Softek did not acknowledge
MSD’s compromise proposal, but instead asserted that Softek would comply only with written
deposition questions rather than oral depositions. See Exhibit 17 at 10–11.
16.

Between May 10 and May 25, MSD made a good faith effort to resolve

this dispute. See Exhibit 17. Over the course of 15 exchanged emails and a lengthy meet and
confer, however, Softek maintained that it would not make its officers or 30(b)(6) designees
available for oral depositions, but would instead only comply with written deposition questions
or interrogatories. See Exhibit 17.
17.

During the parties’ May 20 meet and confer, Softek likewise confirmed

that Softek would not make available any of its officers or any 30(b)(6) designees for oral
depositions, whether on the dates noticed by MSD or otherwise. Softek further stated that it
would file a motion for a protective order prior to the first noticed deposition date, May 27. On
May 25, Softek informed MSD that, rather than pursuing its repeatedly threatened motion for a
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protective order, Softek instead would “await [MSD’s] motion to the [B]oard to compel
discovery” before making available any of Softek’s officers for oral depositions. See Exhibit 17
at 1.
18.

As of the date of this declaration, the first noticed deposition date, May 27,

2021, has passed without Softek making available any deponents, and Softek has not filed a
motion to quash MSD’s deposition notices or a motion for a protective order. See Exhibit 14.
19.

The file history for Reg. No. 3,608,560 includes a December 14, 2017,

recordation of a purported assignment from Softek Solutions, Inc. to Softek.
20.

According to his LinkedIn profile, Matt McLenon, Softek’s CEO whom

MSD seeks to depose, was CEO of Softek Solutions, Inc. from approximately March 1995 to
June 2016. See Exhibit 18 hereto, which is a true and correct copy of Mr. McLenon’s LinkedIn
profile, as captured on May 28, 2021.
I declare under the penalty of perjury that all of the foregoing is true and correct.

Dated: May 28, 2021

/s/ Robert N. Hunziker
Robert N. Hunziker
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of Ser. No. 88/732,936 (Published April 28, 2020)
& Reg. Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126

Softek Illuminate, Inc.,
Opposer / Respondent,

Proceeding No. 91256082

v.
Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp.,
Applicant / Petitioner.

APPLICANT’S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS AND THINGS
Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 34 and Trademark Rule 2.120, Applicant and
Counterclaim Petitioner Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp. requests that Opposer and Counterclaim
Respondent Softek Illuminate, Inc. produce the following requested documents at the offices of
Applicant’s counsel, Covington & Burling LLP, One CityCenter, 850 Tenth Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20001.
DEFINITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS
Applicant incorporates by reference the definitions and instructions set forth in
Applicant’s First Set of Interrogatories.
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
REQUEST NO. 1.
All documents identified or requested to be identified in Applicant’s First Set of
Interrogatories.

REQUEST NO. 2.
All documents referring or relating to Opposer’s, or Softek Solutions, Inc.’s, selection,
adoption, and clearance of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, including any searches,
investigations, reports, opinions, and communications containing other proposed or alternative
Marks.
REQUEST NO. 3.
Documents sufficient to show or identify each of Opposer’s Goods and Services.
REQUEST NO. 4.
All documents referring or relating to Opposer’s, or Softek Solutions, Inc.’s, date of first
use anywhere and date of first use in commerce of the ILLUMINATE Mark for each of
Opposer’s Goods and Services.
REQUEST NO. 5.
Documents sufficient to show the earliest date on which Opposer, or Softek Solutions,
Inc.’s, planned, provided, marketed, or coordinated with others with regard to Opposer’s Goods
and Services bearing the word ILLUMINATE Mark (or variations thereof).
REQUEST NO. 6.
Documents sufficient to show current use of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark in
commerce in connection with each of the Goods and Services identified in U.S. Registration
Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126.
REQUEST NO. 7.
Documents sufficient to show use of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark in commerce in
connection with each of the Goods and Services identified in U.S. Registration Nos. 3,608,560
and 6,023,126 at the time use was claimed to secure and separately to maintain each registration.

REQUEST NO. 8.
Documents sufficient to identify all outlets and channels of commerce through which
Opposer’s Goods and Services have been offered or sold, or are currently offered or sold,
including all websites through which Opposer’s Goods and Services have been offered or sold,
or are currently offered or sold.
REQUEST NO. 9.
Documents sufficient to identify the nature, identity, and characteristics of each class or
type of customer or purchaser to whom Opposer markets, offers, or sells; has marketed, offered,
or sold; and has ever intended to market, offer, and sell Opposer’s Goods and Services.
REQUEST NO. 10.
Documents sufficient to show all media (e.g., newspapers, magazines, radio, television,
internet) in which Opposer has advertised or promoted Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark or
Opposer’s Goods and Services, including any media schedules, and advertising plans.
REQUEST NO. 11.
Representative advertising, promotional, and marketing materials in each media used by
Opposer (e.g., print, television, radio, internet, direct mail, billboards) featuring, displaying, or
containing Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, including in connection with each of Opposer’s
Goods and Services.
REQUEST NO. 12.
Documents sufficient to show all forms in which Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark or any
variations thereof have been depicted, displayed, or used.
REQUEST NO. 13.
Representative advertising and promotional materials or sales literature showing
Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.

REQUEST NO. 14.
All documents comprising, referring, or relating to trademark searches, report, research,
or investigations concerning Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark or any third-party ILLUMINATE
mark.
REQUEST NO. 15.
All documents referring or relating to any communications, research, investigations,
reports, polls, surveys, opinions, online reviews, or studies regarding consumer or customer
perception of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
REQUEST NO. 16.
All documents referring or relating to consumer or media perception of Opposer’s Goods
and Services under Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, including but not limited to consumer
reviews, consumer complaints, media reviews, consumer comments, media comments, online
reviews, and rankings.
REQUEST NO. 17.
All documents referring or relating to the perception or recognition of any Mark or name
comprised of or containing “ILLUMINATE,” including any study, survey, or other analysis
(formal or informal) performed by or on behalf of Opposer.
REQUEST NO. 18.
All documents constituting or referring or relating to business or marketing plans
regarding Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark or Opposer’s Goods and Services.
REQUEST NO. 19.
All documents related to Opposer’s knowledge of other entities using the word
ILLUMINATE (or variations thereof).

REQUEST NO. 20.
All documents constituting or referring or relating to objections Opposer has made to any
third party’s use or registration of any marks, names, or designations comprised of or containing
“ILLUMINATE” or any variation.
REQUEST NO. 21.
All documents referring or relating to objections Opposer has made against third parties
based on Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
REQUEST NO. 22.
All documents referring or relating to objections Opposer has received from any third
party regarding use or registration of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, not including this
Proceeding.
REQUEST NO. 23.
All documents referring or relating to any Mark identified in response to Interrogatory
No. 11.
REQUEST NO. 24.
All agreements (e.g., license agreements, coexistence agreements, prior rights
agreements, covenants not to sue agreements, assignments, consent agreements, and settlement
agreements) between Opposer and any Person concerning use or registration of Opposer’s
ILLUMINATE Mark, or any names, marks, or designations comprised of or containing the term
“ILLUMINATE” (or variations thereof) used by Opposer, Softek Solutions, Inc., and
predecessor of Opposer, or any other such Person.
REQUEST NO. 25.
All documents referring or relating to all judicial, administrative, arbitration, or mediation
proceedings in any forum, including but not limited to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,

federal courts, state courts, agencies, or other forums, involving or relating to Opposer’s
ILLUMINATE Mark, or any names, marks, or designations of Opposer comprised of or
containing “ILLUMINATE” (or any variations) other than this Proceeding.
REQUEST NO. 26.
All documents constituting or referring or relating to communications, investigations,
surveys, searches, studies, research, reports, polls, focus groups, or opinions concerning actual
confusion or the likelihood of confusion by or between the parties, their Marks, or their Goods
and Services.
REQUEST NO. 27.
All documents in Opposer’s possession, custody, or control that refer or relate to
Applicant, Applicant’s ILLUMINATE & Design Mark, or any of Applicant’s Goods and
Services.
REQUEST NO. 28.
Documents sufficient to identify the prices for all of Opposer’s Goods and Services
offered or sold in connection with Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
REQUEST NO. 29.
All documents referring or relating to any of Opposer’s applications for registration (state
or federal) of any marks that include the term “ILLUMINATE” (or any variations).
REQUEST NO. 30.
All documents reflecting, referring to, or relating to the chain of title of Opposer’s
ILLUMINATE Mark, including any transfers of said title.

REQUEST NO. 31.
All documents relating to the “Arbitration Award issued by Allied Business Group on
June 9, 2016” referenced in the Intellectual Property Assignment dated June 20, 2016, recorded
with the United States Patent and Trademark Office at reel 6228, frame 394.
REQUEST NO. 32.
Copies of all agreements between Softek and Softek Solutions, Inc. relating to or
involving any ILLUMINATE mark.
REQUEST NO. 33.
Copies of all coexistence, prior rights, settlement and other similar agreements which
Softek or Softek Solutions, Inc. have entered into with any third party with respect to any
ILLUMINATE Mark.
REQUEST NO. 34.
All documents evidencing, reflecting, or supporting the allegations, claims, and denials in
Opposer’s Opposition and Answer to Cancellation Counterclaim this Proceeding.
REQUEST NO. 35.
All documents identified and referenced in Opposer’s initial disclosures.
REQUEST NO. 36.
All documents not already provided in response to these requests on which Opposer will
rely in this Proceeding.

Dated: December 18, 2020

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Marie A. Lavalleye
Marie A. Lavalleye
Robert N. Hunziker
Ryan Miller
COVINGTON & BURLING LLP

One CityCenter
850 Tenth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001-4956
(202) 662-5439
mlavalleye@cov.com
rhunziker@cov.com
rmiller@cov.com
Counsel for Applicant / Petitioner

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of Ser. No. 88/732,936 (Published April 28, 2020)
& Reg. Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126

Softek Illuminate, Inc.,
Opposer / Respondent,

Proceeding No. 91256082

v.
Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp.,
Applicant / Petitioner.

APPLICANT’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 33 and Trademark Rule 2.120, Applicant and
Counterclaim Petitioner Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp. requests that Opposer and Counterclaim
Respondent Softek Illuminate, Inc. serve on Applicant sworn answers to the following
interrogatories within thirty (30) days after service hereof. These interrogatories are to be
continuing in nature and any information that may be discovered subsequent to service of the
answers should be brought to Applicant’s attention through supplemental answers within a
reasonable time following such discovery.
For the convenience of the Board and the parties, Applicant requests that each
interrogatory be quoted in full immediately preceding the response.
DEFINITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS
A. The following definitions apply to all of Applicant’s discovery requests:
1. “Communications” means the transmission of information (in the form of facts,
ideas, inquiries, or otherwise).

2. “Document” is defined to be synonymous in meaning and equal in scope to the usage
of this term in Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 34(a) and shall mean any and all
information in tangible or other form, whether printed, typed, recorded,
computerized, filmed, reproduced by any process, or written or produced by hand,
and whether an original, draft, master, duplicate or copy, or notated version thereof,
that is in Opposer’s possession, custody, or control. A draft or non-identical copy is a
separate document within the meaning of this term.
3. “Person” is defined as any natural person, firm, corporation, partnership, sole
proprietorship, cooperative, association, joint venture, organization, governmental
body, group of natural persons, or any other entity.
4. In reference to a person, “to identify” or “to specify” means to state, to the extent
known, the person’s full name, present or last known business address, and when
referring to a natural person, additionally, the present or last known home address,
and present or last-known title, position, and business affiliation. Once a person has
been identified in accordance with this subparagraph, only the name of that person
need be listed in response to subsequent discovery requesting the identification of that
person.
5. In reference to documents, “to identify” or “to specify” means to state, to the extent
known, the (i) type of document; (ii) general subject matter; (iii) date of the
document; and (iv) author(s), addressee(s), and recipient(s).
6. The terms “state” or “state all facts” mean to state all facts discoverable under Fed.
R. Civ. P. 26(b) known to Opposer. When used in reference to a contention, “state,”
“state all facts,” “identify all documents,” and “identify all communications” shall

include all facts, documents, and communications negating as well as supporting the
contention. When used in reference to a contention, “identify each person” shall
include persons having knowledge of facts negating, as well as supporting, the
contention.
7. The terms “Applicant” and “Opposer,” as well as a party’s full or abbreviated name
(e.g., “MSD” and “Softek”) or a pronoun referring to a party, mean the party and,
where applicable, its officers, directors, employees, partners, corporate parents,
predecessors in interest, successors in interest, licensees, franchisees, distributors,
subsidiaries, and affiliates. This definition is not intended to impose a discovery
obligation on any person who is not a party to the Proceeding.
8. “Opposition” means, unless otherwise specified, Opposer’s First Amended Notice of
Opposition filed September 14, 2020, or any superseding opposition pleading.
9. “Cancellation” means Applicant’s Counterclaim filed July 8, 2020 or any
superseding cancellation pleading.
10. “Answer” means Applicant’s Answer to First Amended Notice of Opposition filed
December 18, 2020.
11. “Proceeding” means Proceeding No. 91256082 pending in the United States Patent
and Trademark Office before the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board, and captioned
Softek Illuminate, Inc. v. Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp.
12. “Concerning,” “related to,” “regarding,” “referring to,” or “in connection with”
shall be construed broadly and shall mean, for example, pertaining to, containing,
concerning, describing, reflecting, illustrating, mentioning, evidencing, embodying,

constituting, supporting, discussing, or having any logical or factual connection
whatsoever with the subject matter in question.
13. “Commerce” signifies commerce that the U.S. Congress may lawfully regulate, as
defined in Section 45 of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1127.
14. “Mark” means any trademark, trade name, commercial name, service mark,
collective mark, certification mark, domain name, social media identifier and other
indicators covered by 15 U.S.C.§ 1127, including all designations used to identify or
distinguish one’s goods or services.
15. “Applicant’s Application” or “Application” means Applicant’s U.S. Ser. No.
88/732,936.
16. “Applicant’s Mark” or “Applicant’s ILLUMINATE & Design Mark” refers to
Applicant’s ILLUMINATE & Design mark embodied in Applicant’s Application.
17. “Opposer’s Registrations” or “Registrations” means Opposer’s U.S. Reg. Nos.
3,608,560 and 6,023,126.
18. “Opposer’s Mark” or “Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark” refers to Opposer’s
ILLUMINATE mark embodied in Opposer’s Registrations or any of Opposer’s marks
consisting of or containing “ILLUMINATE” or any variation.
19. “Goods” or “Services” refers to both goods and services.
20. “Applicant’s Services” refers to Applicant’s provision of medical information in the
field of infectious diseases, namely, clinical study results to doctors and patients in
the field of infectious diseases offered, or to be offered, in connection with
Applicant’s ILLUMINATE & Design Mark.

21. “Opposer’s Goods and Services” refers to all goods and services on or in connection
with which Opposer uses or has used Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, including but
not limited to all products and services listed in U.S. Registration Nos. 3,608,560 and
6,023,126 and all other products and services identified in response to Interrogatory
No. 4 below.
B. The following rules of construction shall apply to all of Applicant’s discovery requests:
1. The terms “all” and “each” shall be constructed as all and each.
2. The connectives “and” and “or” shall be construed either disjunctively or
conjunctively as necessary to bring within the scope of the discovery request all
responses that might otherwise be construed to be outside its scope.
3. The use of the singular form of any word shall include within its meaning the plural
form of the word, and vice versa.
4. The use of the masculine form of a pronoun shall include also within its meaning the
feminine form of the pronoun so used, and vice versa.
5. The use of any tense of any verb shall include also within its meaning all other tenses
of the verb so used.
C. No part of an interrogatory can be left unanswered merely because an objection is interposed
to another part of the interrogatory.
D. If you cannot answer an interrogatory in full or in part after conducting a reasonable
investigation, state the efforts you have made to obtain the unknown requested information.
E. Where an objection is made to any discovery request, or sub-part thereof, state with
specificity all grounds for the objection. Any ground not stated in an objection within the

time provided by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Trademark Rules, or any
extensions thereof, is waived.
F. Where a claim of privilege or work product is asserted in objecting to an interrogatory or
document request, or sub-part thereof, and an answer is not provided on the basis of such
assertion, the attorney asserting the privilege must in the objection to the interrogatory or
document request, or sub-part thereof, identify the nature of the privilege being claimed, and
provide the following information, unless divulgence of the information would cause
disclosure of the allegedly privileged information:
1. For documents:
i. the type of document;
ii. the general subject matter of the document;
iii. the date of the document; and
iv. such other information as is sufficient to identify the document for a subpoena
duces tecum, including the author of the document, the addressee of the
document, and the relationship of the author to the addressee.
2. For oral communications:
i. the name of the person making the communication, the names of the persons
present while the communication was made, and the relationship of these
persons;
ii. the date and place of communication; and
iii. the general subject matter of the communication.

G. If Opposer finds the meaning of any discovery request to be unclear, Opposer should assume
a reasonable meaning, state what that meaning is, and respond to the request according to the
assumed meaning.
H. Documents and things should be consecutively numbered and the numbers should be
preceded by a prefix identifying the documents and electronically stored information
originating from Opposer.
INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO. 1.
Identify all Persons, including but not limited to current or former officers or employees
of Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc., who may possess knowledge, information, or documents
relating to selection and use of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, Opposer’s Goods and Services,
the claims asserted in the Opposition, and the denials or defenses asserted in Opposer’s Answer
to Cancellation Counterclaim.
INTERROGATORY NO. 2.
Identify all Marks that Opposer has used or registered comprised of or containing
“ILLUMINATE” or any variations thereof, including descriptions of all stylized or design
Marks.
INTERROGATORY NO. 3.
Describe the circumstances regarding the selection and clearance of Opposer’s
ILLUMINATE Mark, including but not limited to the reason(s) Opposer or Softek Solutions,
Inc. selected the Mark, when Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc. selected the Mark, all Persons
involved in the selection and clearance of the Mark, all other marks considered, and all
documents that mention or reflect the foregoing.

INTERROGATORY NO. 4.
Identify each Good or Service promoted, distributed, offered, or sold in connection with
Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark (or any variant or derivation thereof), stating for each whether
Opposer currently promotes, distributes, offers, or sells the Good or Service, and identify all
documents that support such information.
INTERROGATORY NO. 5.
Identify the date, place, and circumstances of Opposer’s or Softek Solutions, Inc.’s
earliest use in commerce of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark in connection with each of the
Opposer’s Goods and Services, and identify all documents that support the claim.
INTERROGATORY NO. 6.
Identify the dates and circumstances under which Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc. has at
any time ceased use of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark in connection with any of Opposer’s
Goods and Services.
INTERROGATORY NO. 7.
Describe the classes of purchasers to whom Opposer has marketed or sold Opposer’s
Goods and Services.
INTERROGATORY NO. 8.
Describe in detail each communication that Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc. has
received from any third party regarding Applicant or, including without limitation, Applicant’s
Marks, Goods and Services, and website.
INTERROGATORY NO. 9.
Identify and describe all negotiations or other communications between Opposer or
Softek Solutions, Inc. and third parties related to any and all licenses, settlement agreements,
contracts, and other agreements between Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc. and third parties,

whether actual or proposed, concerning Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark (or any variants or
derivation thereof).
INTERROGATORY NO. 10.
Describe in detail all investigations or studies, including but not limited to trademark
clearance searches and trademark surveys, conducted by or on behalf of Opposer or Softek
Solutions, Inc. relating to any of the parties’ Marks or Goods and Services, and identify all
documents that constitute, reflect, or refer to the foregoing.
INTERROGATORY NO. 11.
Describe in detail all third-party Marks of which Opposer is aware that consist of or
contain the term “illuminate” for use on or in connection with Goods or Services in the medical
or health field.
INTERROGATORY NO. 12.
Identify and describe in detail all coexistence, prior rights, settlement and other similar
agreements which Softek or Softek Solutions, Inc. have entered into with any third party with
respect to any ILLUMINATE Mark.
INTERROGATORY NO. 13.
Describe in detail the nature of the assignment of Registration No. 3,608,560 to Softek
from Softek Solutions, Inc. or any other predecessor in interest or third party. Your response
should include, at minimum, the identity of the predecessor in interest or other third party, the
circumstances under which such assignment occurred, any Goods or Services that said
predecessor in interest or other third party promoted with the ILLUMINATE Mark as it appears
in Registration No. 3,608,560, the scope of the assignment, and Opposer’s decision to move
forward with the assignment.

INTERROGATORY NO. 14.
Describe in detail the chain of title for Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
INTERROGATORY NO. 15.
Describe in detail any previous litigation, arbitration, mediation, or other dispute
resolution related to Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, including the “Arbitration Award issued
by Allied Business Group on June 9, 2016” referenced in the Intellectual Property Assignment
dated June 20, 2016, recorded with the United States Patent and Trademark Office at reel 6228,
frame 394.
INTERROGATORY NO. 16.
Describe in detail Softek’s current, past, or planned relationship with Softek Solutions,
Inc.
INTERROGATORY NO. 17.
Identify and describe in detail all agreements between Softek and Softek Solutions, Inc.
relating to or involving any ILLUMINATE mark.
INTERROGATORY NO. 18.
Identify the nature, identity, and characteristics of each class or types of consumer or
purchaser to which Opposer markets, offers, or sells Opposer’s Goods and Services.
INTERROGATORY NO. 19.
Identify all outlets and channels of commerce through which Opposer’s Goods and
Services have been, or are currently, offered or sold under Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
INTERROGATORY NO. 20.
Identify all clinical trial information that Opposer has sold or offered or currently sells or
offers to any customers under Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.

INTERROGATORY NO. 21.
Identify all Persons who have been officers, directors, employees, or partners of both
Opposer and Softek Solutions, Inc.
INTERROGATORY NO. 22.
Identify all Persons that participated in the preparation or filing of U.S. Application Ser.
Nos. 77/562,892 or 88/598,373.

Dated: December 18, 2020

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Marie A. Lavalleye
Marie A. Lavalleye
Robert N. Hunziker
Ryan Miller
COVINGTON & BURLING LLP
One CityCenter
850 Tenth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001-4956
(202) 662-5439
mlavalleye@cov.com
rhunziker@cov.com
rmiller@cov.com
Counsel for Applicant / Petitioner

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Friday, January 08, 2021 2:42 PM
Hunziker, Robert; Robert Baran
Lavalleye, Marie; Miller, Ryan
RE: Softek v. MSD - Service of Production Requests and Interrogatories

Categories:

Red Category

[EXTERNAL]

Rob,
Thanks for getting back to us so quickly. We do not believe a more formal stipulation is required. Illuminate will be
happy to extend the same courtesy to MSD in the future if desired.
‐Bob
Robert Reynolds
Attorney

Kansas City: 417‐496‐2467 | 1316 Saint Louis Avenue, 2nd Floor, Kansas City, Missouri 64101
Joplin: 417‐385‐7776 | 4000 S. Range Line Road, Joplin, Missouri 64804 (by appointment only)
rreynolds@conroybaran.com
www.conroybaran.com
This is an electronic mail transmission from Conroy Baran, LLC. This electronic mail transmission is intended only for the
above named recipient and is confidential and may be subject to the attorney/client privilege. These privileges are not
waived by virtue of having sent this electronic transmission to someone in error. If the person actually receiving this
message or any other reader of this message is not the intended recipient, note that disclosure, copying, distributing, or
using the contents of this message is prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately
return it via e‐mail to the sender, then delete this message and call the sender at 417‐385‐7776.
E‐mail may not be a secure method of communication. It may be copied and held by any computer through which it
passes, and persons not participating in the communication may intercept the communication. Should you wish to
discontinue this method of communication, please advise, and no further e‐mail communication will be sent.
Any tax advice contained in this communication, including attachments, is not intended as a thorough, in‐depth analysis
of specific issues, nor a substitute for a formal opinion, nor is it sufficient to avoid tax‐related penalties.
From: Hunziker, Robert
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 1:36 PM
To: Robert Reynolds ; Robert Baran
Cc: Lavalleye, Marie ; Miller, Ryan
Subject: RE: Softek v. MSD ‐ Service of Production Requests and Interrogatories

Bob,
1

MSD consents to a thirty‐day extension of Softek’s time to respond to MSD’s first sets of RFPs
and interrogatories. To the extent you believe a more formal stipulation is required than this
email, please send us a draft for review. We would, of course, expect Softek to extend a similar
courtesy in the future should MSD seek a similar extension.
Best regards,
Rob
Robert Hunziker
Covington & Burling LLP
One CityCenter, 850 Tenth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001‐4956
T +1 202 662 5720 | rhunziker@cov.com
www.cov.com

From: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2021 4:21 PM
To: Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>; Robert Baran <rbaran@conroybaran.com>
Cc: Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>; Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>
Subject: RE: Softek v. MSD ‐ Service of Production Requests and Interrogatories
[EXTERNAL]
Good afternoon, all.
We request an additional thirty days to respond to your first set of RFPs and interrogatories. Between employees being
on holiday and sick leave we are running a slower response than expected. We would prefer this to be done by a
stipulation between us rather than a request to the Board. Will you consent to this?
‐Bob
Robert Reynolds
Attorney

Kansas City: 417‐496‐2467 | 1316 Saint Louis Avenue, 2nd Floor, Kansas City, Missouri 64101
Joplin: 417‐385‐7776 | 4000 S. Range Line Road, Joplin, Missouri 64804 (by appointment only)
rreynolds@conroybaran.com
www.conroybaran.com
This is an electronic mail transmission from Conroy Baran, LLC. This electronic mail transmission is intended only for the
above named recipient and is confidential and may be subject to the attorney/client privilege. These privileges are not
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waived by virtue of having sent this electronic transmission to someone in error. If the person actually receiving this
message or any other reader of this message is not the intended recipient, note that disclosure, copying, distributing, or
using the contents of this message is prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately
return it via e‐mail to the sender, then delete this message and call the sender at 417‐385‐7776.
E‐mail may not be a secure method of communication. It may be copied and held by any computer through which it
passes, and persons not participating in the communication may intercept the communication. Should you wish to
discontinue this method of communication, please advise, and no further e‐mail communication will be sent.
Any tax advice contained in this communication, including attachments, is not intended as a thorough, in‐depth analysis
of specific issues, nor a substitute for a formal opinion, nor is it sufficient to avoid tax‐related penalties.
From: Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2020 2:30 PM
To: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>; Robert Baran <rbaran@conroybaran.com>
Cc: Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>; Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>
Subject: Softek v. MSD ‐ Service of Production Requests and Interrogatories

Counsel,
Attached for service is MSD’s first set of production requests and first set of interrogatories.
Best,
Ryan Miller
Pronouns: He/Him/His
Covington & Burling LLP
One CityCenter, 850 Tenth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001‐4956
T +1 202 662 5688 | rmiller@cov.com
www.cov.com

This message is from a law firm and may contain information that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the
intended recipient, please immediately advise the sender by reply e‐mail that this message has been inadvertently
transmitted to you and delete this e‐mail from your system. Thank you for your cooperation.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Hunziker, Robert
Thursday, February 18, 2021 4:38 PM
Robert Reynolds
Lavalleye, Marie; Miller, Ryan
Softek v. MSD - Discovery Responses

Bob,
We write regarding the status of Softek’s responses to MSD’s First Set of RFPs and First Set of
Interrogatories. MSD served its discovery requests on December 18, 2020, putting Softek’s
response deadline for each at January 17, 2021. TBMP §§ 405.04(a), 406.04(a). As you know,
MSD agreed to extend Softek’s deadline by thirty days, putting Softek’s operative deadline at
February 16, 2021—two days ago.
As far as we can tell, Softek has not served responses by email or otherwise, nor has Softek
uploaded any responsive documents to the Kiteworks folder that we set up with you on
Tuesday of this week. Since you did not mention anticipating any delays in our
correspondence on Monday or Tuesday, we are at a bit of a loss. Would you please let us
know why Softek has not responded to MSD’s discovery requests?
Thanks,
Rob
Robert Hunziker
Covington & Burling LLP
One CityCenter, 850 Tenth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001‐4956
T +1 202 662 5720 | rhunziker@cov.com
www.cov.com
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE BEFORE THE
TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of Ser. No. 88/732,936 (Published April 28, 2020) Reg. Nos. 3,608,560 and
6,023,126
Softek Illuminate, Inc.,
Opposer / Respondent,

Proceeding No. 91256082

v.
Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp.,
Applicant / Petitioner.
OPPOSER’S RESPONSE TO APPLICANT’S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS
Opposer and Counterclaimant Respondent Softek Illuminate, Inc. (“Illuminate”) responds
and objects to the First Set of Requests for Production of Documents and Things of Applicant and
Counterclaim Petitioner Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp. (“MSD”) as follows:
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
Opposer incorporates by reference all objections set forth in Opposer’s response to
Applicant’s First Set of Interrogatories.
1. Opposer’s investigation and development of all facts and circumstances is ongoing. These
responses and objections are made without prejudice to, and are not a waiver of, Opposer’s
right to reply on other facts or documents later in the opposition.
2. Opposer will produce responsive documents only to the extent that such documents are in
the possession, custody, or control of Opposer, as set forth in the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure and in the Trademark Rules of Practice.
3. Opposer expressly reserves the right to supplement, clarify, revise, or correct any or all of
1

the responses and objections herein, and to assert additional objections or privileges, in one
or more supplemental responses.
4. Publicly available documents including, but not limited to, newspaper or journalistic
articles, court papers, and documents available on the internet, will not be produced.
GENERAL OBJECTIONS
1. Opposer objects to each instruction, definition, and document request to the extent that it
purports to impose any requirement or discovery obligation greater than or different from
those under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Trademark Rules of Practice.
2. Opposer incorporates by reference every general objection set forth above into each
specific response set forth below. A specific response may repeat a general objection for
emphasis or some other reason. The failure to include any general objection in any specific
response does not waive any general objection to that request. Moreover, Opposer does not
waive its right to amend its responses.
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
REQUEST NO. 1.
All documents identified or requested to be identified in Applicant’s First Set of
Interrogatories.
RESPONSE: See documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 2.
All documents referring or relating to Opposer’s, or Softek Solutions, Inc.’s, selection,
adoption, and clearance of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, including any searches, investigations,
reports, opinions, and communications containing other proposed or alternative Marks.
RESPONSE:
Opposer objects that this request is overly broad and unduly burdensome in that the same is
2

unlimited as to time and scope, and objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client
privilege on, attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents.
REQUEST NO. 3.
Documents sufficient to show or identify each of Opposer’s Goods and Services.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects that this request is overly broad and unduly burdensome in that the
same is unlimited as to time and scope. Without waiving such objection, Opposer has produced
certain documents which show Opposer’s goods and services for the past three years.
REQUEST NO. 4.
All documents referring or relating to Opposer’s, or Softek Solutions, Inc.’s, date of first
use anywhere and date of first use in commerce of the ILLUMINATE Mark for each of Opposer’s
Goods and Services.
RESPONSE: See documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 5.
Documents sufficient to show the earliest date on which Opposer, or Softek Solutions,
Inc.’s, planned, provided, marketed, or coordinated with others with regard to Opposer’s Goods
and Services bearing the word ILLUMINATE Mark (or variations thereof).
RESPONSE: Opposer assumes that Applicant’s Request No. 5 should read “Documents
sufficient to show the earliest date on which Opposer, or Softek Solutions, Inc.’s, planned,
provided, marketed, or coordinated with others with regard to Opposer’s Goods and Services
bearing the word “Illuminate” ILLUMINATE Mark (or variations thereof).” (corrections in
strikethrough or red). If this is incorrect, Opposer welcomes an opportunity to meet and confer
with Applicant regarding Request No. 5.
Opposer has produced documents showing the earliest dates of Illuminate’s marketing
currently in its possession or control.
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REQUEST NO. 6.
Documents sufficient to show current use of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark in commerce
in connection with each of the Goods and Services identified in U.S. Registration Nos. 3,608,560
and 6,023,126.
RESPONSE: See documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 7.
Documents sufficient to show use of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark in commerce in
connection with each of the Goods and Services identified in U.S. Registration Nos. 3,608,560 and
6,023,126 at the time use was claimed to secure and separately to maintain each registration.
RESPONSE: The file wrapper for Registration Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126 speak for
themselves and can be just as easily obtained by Applicant as Opposer. See additional documents
produced.
REQUEST NO. 8.
Documents sufficient to identify all outlets and channels of commerce through which
Opposer’s Goods and Services have been offered or sold, or are currently offered or sold,
including all websites through which Opposer’s Goods and Services have been offered or sold, or
are currently offered or sold.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects that this request is overly broad and unduly burdensome in
that the same is unlimited as to time and scope. Without waiving its objection, Opposer has
produced certain documents which show the channels of trade in which Opposer’s goods and
services travel for the past three years.
REQUEST NO. 9.
Documents sufficient to identify the nature, identity, and characteristics of each class or
type of customer or purchaser to whom Opposer markets, offers, or sells; has marketed, offered, or
4

sold; and has ever intended to market, offer, and sell Opposer’s Goods and Services.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects that this information is overly broad and unduly
burdensome, in that the same is unlimited as to time and scope. Opposer has already provided an
answer in the form of Applicant’s Interrogatory No. 7 in Applicant’s First Set of Interrogatories.
Opposer welcomes a chance to meet and confer with Applicant regarding this request.
REQUEST NO. 10.
Documents sufficient to show all media (e.g., newspapers, magazines, radio, television,
internet) in which Opposer has advertised or promoted Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark or
Opposer’s Goods and Services, including any media schedules, and advertising plans.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects that this request is overly broad and unduly burdensome in
that the same is unlimited as to time and scope. Without waiving its objection, Opposer has
produced documents which show the media types that Opposer has used to advertise for the past
three years.
REQUEST NO. 11.
Representative advertising, promotional, and marketing materials in each media used by
Opposer (e.g., print, television, radio, internet, direct mail, billboards) featuring, displaying, or
containing Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, including in connection with each of Opposer’s
Goods and Services.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects that this request is overly broad and unduly burdensome in
that the same is unlimited as to time and scope. Without waiving its objection, Opposer has
produced documents which show representative samples of Opposer’s advertisements for the past
three years.
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REQUEST NO. 12.
Documents sufficient to show all forms in which Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark or any
variations thereof have been depicted, displayed, or used.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects that this request is overly broad and unduly burdensome in
that the same is unlimited as to time and scope. Without waiting its objection, Opposer has
produced documents which show the forms in which Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark has been
used for the past three years.
REQUEST NO. 13.
Representative advertising and promotional materials or sales literature showing Opposer’s
ILLUMINATE Mark.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects that this request is overly broad and unduly burdensome in
that the same is unlimited as to time and scope. Without waiving its objection, Opposer has
produced documents which show Opposer’s advertisements for the past three years.
REQUEST NO. 14.
All documents comprising, referring, or relating to trademark searches, report, research, or
investigations concerning Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark or any third-party ILLUMINATE mark.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on,
attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents. Without waiving
its objection, see documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 15.
All documents referring or relating to any communications, research, investigations, reports,
polls, surveys, opinions, online reviews, or studies regarding consumer or customer perception of
Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
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RESPONSE: Opposer has conducted a diligent search and made a reasonable inquiry and
has determined that there are no non-privileged responsive documents in its possession, custody, or
control. Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on, attorney
communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents.
REQUEST NO. 16.
All documents referring or relating to consumer or media perception of Opposer’s Goods
and Services under Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, including but not limited to consumer
reviews, consumer complaints, media reviews, consumer comments, media comments, online
reviews, and rankings.
RESPONSE: Opposer has conducted a diligent search and made a reasonable inquiry and
has determined that there are no responsive documents in its possession, custody, or control.
REQUEST NO. 17.
All documents referring or relating to the perception or recognition of any Mark or name
comprised of or containing “ILLUMINATE,” including any study, survey, or other analysis
(formal or informal) performed by or on behalf of Opposer.
RESPONSE: Opposer has conducted a diligent search and made a reasonable inquiry and
has determined that there are no responsive documents in its possession, custody, or control.
REQUEST NO. 18.
All documents constituting or referring or relating to business or marketing plans regarding
Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark or Opposer’s Goods and Services.
RESPONSE: Opposer has conducted a diligent search and made a reasonable inquiry and
has determined that there are no responsive documents in its possession, custody, or control.
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REQUEST NO. 19.
All documents related to Opposer’s knowledge of other entities using the word
ILLUMINATE (or variations thereof).
RESPONSE: Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on,
attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents.
REQUEST NO. 20.
All documents constituting or referring or relating to objections Opposer has made to any
third party’s use or registration of any marks, names, or designations comprised of or containing
“ILLUMINATE” or any variation.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on,
attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents. Without waving
its objection, see documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 21.
All documents referring or relating to objections Opposer has made against third parties
based on Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on,
attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents. Without waving
its objection, see documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 22.
All documents referring or relating to objections Opposer has received from any third party
regarding use or registration of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, not including this Proceeding.
RESPONSE: Opposer has conducted a diligent search and made a reasonable inquiry and
has determined that there are no responsive documents in its possession, custody, or control.
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REQUEST NO. 23.
All documents referring or relating to any Mark identified in response to Interrogatory
No. 11.
RESPONSE: See Opposer’s objections to Interrogatory No. 11.
REQUEST NO. 24.
All agreements (e.g., license agreements, coexistence agreements, prior rights agreements,
covenants not to sue agreements, assignments, consent agreements, and settlement agreements)
between Opposer and any Person concerning use or registration of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE
Mark, or any names, marks, or designations comprised of or containing the term “ILLUMINATE”
(or variations thereof) used by Opposer, Softek Solutions, Inc., and predecessor of Opposer, or any
other such Person.
RESPONSE: See produced documents.
REQUEST NO. 25.
All documents referring or relating to all judicial, administrative, arbitration, or mediation
proceedings in any forum, including but not limited to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,
federal courts, state courts, agencies, or other forums, involving or relating to Opposer’s
ILLUMINATE Mark, or any names, marks, or designations of Opposer comprised of or containing
“ILLUMINATE” (or any variations) other than this Proceeding.
RESPONSE: See produced documents.
REQUEST NO. 26.
All documents constituting or referring or relating to communications, investigations,
surveys, searches, studies, research, reports, polls, focus groups, or opinions concerning actual
confusion or the likelihood of confusion by or between the parties, their Marks, or their Goods and
Services.
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RESPONSE: Opposer has conducted a diligent search and made a reasonable inquiry and
has determined that there are no non-privileged responsive documents in its possession, custody, or
control. Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on, attorney
communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents.
REQUEST NO. 27.
All documents in Opposer’s possession, custody, or control that refer or relate to Applicant,
Applicant’s ILLUMINATE & Design Mark, or any of Applicant’s Goods and Services.
RESPONSE: Opposer has conducted a diligent search and made a reasonable inquiry and
has determined that there are no non-privileged responsive documents in its possession, custody, or
control. Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on, attorney
communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents.
REQUEST NO. 28.
Documents sufficient to identify the prices for all of Opposer’s Goods and Services offered
or sold in connection with Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
RESPONSE: See produced documents.
REQUEST NO. 29.
All documents referring or relating to any of Opposer’s applications for registration (state
or federal) of any marks that include the term “ILLUMINATE” (or any variations).
RESPONSE: Opposer has conducted a diligent search and made a reasonable inquiry and
has determined that there are no non-privileged responsive documents in its possession, custody, or
control. Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on, attorney
communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents.
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REQUEST NO. 30.
All documents reflecting, referring to, or relating to the chain of title of Opposer’s
ILLUMINATE Mark, including any transfers of said title.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on,
attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents. Without waiving
is objection, see documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 31.
All documents relating to the “Arbitration Award issued by Allied Business Group on June
9, 2016” referenced in the Intellectual Property Assignment dated June 20, 2016, recorded with the
United States Patent and Trademark Office at reel 6228, frame 394.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on,
attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents. Without waiving
its objection, see documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 32.
Copies of all agreements between Softek and Softek Solutions, Inc. relating to or involving
any ILLUMINATE mark.
RESPONSE: See documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 33.
Copies of all coexistence, prior rights, settlement, and other similar agreements which
Softek or Softek Solutions, Inc. have entered into with any third party with respect to any
ILLUMINATE Mark.
RESPONSE: See documents produced.
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REQUEST NO. 34.
All documents evidencing, reflecting, or supporting the allegations, claims, and denials in
Opposer’s Opposition and Answer to Cancellation Counterclaim this Proceeding.
RESPONSE: Any documents responsive to this request are being produced in response to
other documents requests contained herein. Opposer objects to the production of, and claims
attorney-client privilege on, attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive
documents. If Opposer identifies and locates additional non-privileged documents responsive to
this request, Opposer will supplement this response in a timely fashion.
REQUEST NO. 35.
All documents identified and referenced in Opposer’s initial disclosures.
RESPONSE: Any documents responsive to this request are being produced in response to
other documents requests contained herein. Opposer objects to the production of, and claims
attorney-client privilege on, attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive
documents. If Opposer identifies and locates additional non-privileged documents responsive to
this request, Opposer will supplement this response in a timely fashion.
REQUEST NO. 36.
All documents not already provided in response to these requests on which Opposer will
rely in this Proceeding.
RESPONSE: Any documents responsive to this request are being produced in response to
other documents requests contained herein. Opposer objects to the production of, and claims
attorney-client privilege on, attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive
documents. If Opposer identifies and locates additional non-privileged documents responsive to
this request, Opposer will supplement this response in a timely fashion.
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Dated: February 19, 2020

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Robert Reynolds
Robert Reynolds
Conroy Baran, LLC
1316 St. Louis Ave, 2nd Floor
Kansas City, MO 64101
rreynolds@conroybaran.com
Counsel for Opposer
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE BEFORE THE TRADEMARK
TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of Ser. No. 88/732,936 (Published April 28, 2020) & Reg. Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126

Softek Illuminate, Inc.,
Opposer / Respondent,

Proceeding No. 91256082

v.
Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp.,
Applicant / Petitioner.

OPPOSER’S SOFTEK ILLUMINATE’S RESPONSE TO
APPLICANT’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
Opposer Softek Illuminate (“Illuminate”) hereby responds to Applicant Merck Sharpe & Dohme
Corp. (“MSD”) First Set of Interrogatories as follows below. For the convenience of the Board and the parties,
and upon Applicant’s request, Illuminate has quoted each interrogatory in full immediately preceding
Illuminate’s response.
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT AND GENERAL OBJECTIONS
Opposer makes the following general responses and objections ("General Objections") to the
definitions, instructions, and interrogatories in the Interrogatories. These General Objections are hereby
incorporated into each specific response. The assertion of the same, similar, or additional objections or partial
responses to individual Interrogatories does not waive any of Opposer’s General Objections.
1. Applicant’s definition of “Opposer” on the ground that they result in requests for information
that is in the possession, custody, or control of Softek Solutions, Inc. (“Softek”), or may otherwise
be not in the possession, custody, or control of Opposer. Although Applicant states that “This
definition is not intended to impose a discovery obligation on any person who is not a party to
the Proceeding”, Opposer objects regardless. Opposer will not search for or provide information
that is not within its possession, custody, or control.
2. Opposer objects to the scope of the Interrogatories on the grounds that they are overbroad and
seek irrelevant information because they are unlimited in time and in all other scopes. Unless

otherwise indicated, Opposer will provide responses relating only to matters occurring in the last
ten years and in the United States.
3. Nothing herein is intended to be or should be construed as a waiver of the attorney-client
privilege, the work product doctrine, or any other protection. Inadvertent disclosure of such
protected information is not intended to be and shall not operate as a waiver of the applicable
privilege. Any information withheld on the basis of such privilege will be identified on a privilege
log.
4. These responses are based on discovery available as of the date hereof. Further discovery,
independent investigation, or other analysis may lead to the discovery of additional information,
which may lead to additions or changes to the responses set forth herein. These responses are
given without prejudice to Opposer’s right to disclose and rely on subsequently discovered
information.
DEFINITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS
Unless otherwise specified by Opposer, and subject to the above General Objections, Opposer accepts each
of Applicant’s definitions sent in its First Set of Interrogatories.
1. Opposer objects to Applicant’s instruction A(4), in that Opposer objects to providing the home
address for its clients, as that information is irrelevant and can serve no purpose in this opposition.
Opposer serves as Applicant’s point of contact for all Softek Illuminate employees, officers,
directors, or affiliates.
2. Opposer objects to each of Applicant’s interrogatories which have no defined scope of time, and
will answer each such interrogatory only within the last three years, unless a specific time is
requested by Applicant or is required by the subject matter of the interrogatory.
INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO. 1.
Identify all Persons, including but not limited to current or former officers or employees of Opposer or
Softek Solutions, Inc., who may possess knowledge, information, or documents relating to selection and use
of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, Opposer’s Goods and Services, the claims asserted in the Opposition,

and the denials or defenses asserted in Opposer’s Answer to Cancellation Counterclaim.
RESPONSE:
Matt McLenon, President of Softek Illuminate, Inc.
Mary McLenon, Controller of Softek Illuminate, Inc.
Paul Link, Director of Client Engagement (former employee) of Softek Illuminate, Inc.
Mark Pfefferkorn, and outside marketing consultant.
Despite conducting a diligent search of Opposer’s computer and physical records, Opposer was unable to
find a last known home address for Paul Link or Mark Pfefferkorn.
INTERROGATORY NO. 2.
Identify all Marks that Opposer has used or registered comprised of or containing “ILLUMINATE” or any
variations thereof, including descriptions of all stylized or design Marks.
RESPONSE:
Opposer has registered Reg. Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126 for its ILLUMINATE Marks and possesses
common law trademark protections on the same.
INTERROGATORY NO. 3.
Describe the circumstances regarding the selection and clearance of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark,
including but not limited to the reason(s) Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc. selected the Mark, when
Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc. selected the Mark, all Persons involved in the selection and clearance of
the Mark, all other marks considered, and all documents that mention or reflect the foregoing.
RESPONSE:
The ILLUMINATE mark was selected by Softek Solutions, Inc. and a trademark search and clearance was
conducted by Polsinelli, PC, Softek Solutions, Inc.’s trademark attorneys at that time. The Illuminate brand
was conceived by Matt McLenon, and workshopped with Mark Pfefferkorn.
INTERROGATORY NO. 4.
Identify each Good or Service promoted, distributed, offered, or sold in connection with Opposer’s
ILLUMINATE Mark (or any variant or derivation thereof), stating for each whether Opposer currently
promotes, distributes, offers, or sells the Good or Service, and identify all documents that support such
information.

RESPONSE:
Illuminate currently offers a software suite designed to improve efficiency and accuracy in hospitals,
hospital billing departments, and providers of radiology services. The full list of functionalities, which
encapsulates the goods and services provided by the Illuminate Software, can be found in documents
produced in Opposer’s response to Applicant’s First Set of Requests of Production of Documents and
Things.
INTERROGATORY NO. 5.
Identify the date, place, and circumstances of Opposer’s or Softek Solutions, Inc.’s earliest use in commerce
of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark in connection with each of the Opposer’s Goods and Services, and
identify all documents that support the claim.
RESPONSE:
Softek Solutions, Inc. first used the ILLUMINATE brand with its radiology software in April 2008, when it
began its first business partnership with Kettering Health Network (formerly Kettering Medical Center), a
hospital network in Ohio (3535 Southern Blvd., Kettering, OH 45429). Softek Solutions, and later Softek
Illuminate, expanded the functionality of that software by adding new modules as early as January 1, 2011.
Additionally, see documents produced to Applicant in Opposer’s response to Applicant’s First Set of
Requests of Production of Documents and Things, as well as documents attached to an email sent to
Applicant on August 8, 2020.
INTERROGATORY NO. 6.
Identify the dates and circumstances under which Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc. has at any time ceased
use of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark in connection with any of Opposer’s Goods and Services.
RESPONSE:
Neither Opposer nor Softek Solutions have ever ceased use of the ILLUMINATE Mark.
INTERROGATORY NO. 7.
Describe the classes of purchasers to whom Opposer has marketed or sold Opposer’s Goods and Services.
RESPONSE:
The consumers of goods and services provided under the ILLUMINATE Marks are hospitals and
physicians.

INTERROGATORY NO. 8.
Describe in detail each communication that Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc. has received from any third
party regarding Applicant or, including without limitation, Applicant’s Marks, Goods and Services, and
website.
RESPONSE:
Opposer objects to Interrogatory No. 8 on the grounds that it seeks information that is protected from
disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, and the attorney work product doctrine. Opposer further objects
to Interrogatory No. 8 on the grounds that it is overly broad and seeks irrelevant information and is unduly
burdensome and disproportionate to the needs of the case. Subject to these objections and the foregoing
General Objections, Opposer will answer without regard to general advertising, news reports, or other
advertising or marketing or industry periodicals (and similar irrelevant public documents), and as such
responds as follows:
Opposer responds that despite making reasonable efforts to obtain information responsive to this
interrogatory, which includes searching its corporate records and consulting its employees, no responsive
information was obtained there are no communications from third parties regarding Applicant, its Marks, or
its Goods and Services.
INTERROGATORY NO. 9.
Identify and describe all negotiations or other communications between Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc.
and third parties related to any and all licenses, settlement agreements, contracts, and other agreements
between Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc. and third parties, whether actual or proposed, concerning
Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark (or any variants or derivation thereof).
RESPONSE:
Opposer objects to Interrogatory No. 9 on the grounds that it seeks information that is protected from
disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, and the attorney work product doctrine. Subject to these
objections and the foregoing General Objections, Opposer responds as follows:
1. Softek Solutions, Inc. opposed the registration of the mark Serial No. 85/418,909 for
“ILLUMINATE” on April 3, 2012, which was decided on default judgment. That opposition file
speaks for itself.

2. Softek Solutions, Inc. filed a lawsuit in the United States District Court of Kansas against
NightRays, P.A. (a Texas Corporation d/b/a/ “Rays”) based on NightRays’s use of “Illuminate” on
radiology services, which was settled. The pleadings and filings in that case, K12-CV-2496, speak
for themselves. This case was settled in Opposer’s favor and NightRays ceased all use of
“Illuminate” in their marketing.
3. See documents produced to Applicant in Opposer’s response to Applicant’s First Set of Requests of
Production of Documents and Things.
INTERROGATORY NO. 10.
Describe in detail all investigations or studies, including but not limited to trademark clearance searches and
trademark surveys, conducted by or on behalf of Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc. relating to any of the
parties’ Marks or Goods and Services, and identify all documents that constitute, reflect, or refer to the
foregoing.
RESPONSE:
Subject to the foregoing General Objections, Opposer responds that despite making reasonable
efforts to obtain information responsive to this interrogatory, which includes searching its corporate records
and consulting its employees, no responsive information was obtained. As such Opposer lacks sufficient
knowledge to answer this interrogatory.
INTERROGATORY NO. 11.
Describe in detail all third-party Marks of which Opposer is aware that consist of or contain the term
“illuminate” for use on or in connection with Goods or Services in the medical or health field.
RESPONSE:
Opposer objects to Interrogatory No. 11 on the grounds that it is overly broad and seeks irrelevant
information and is unduly burdensome and disproportionate to the needs of the case, and contains
documents protected by the attorney-client privilege and the work product doctrine. Additionally, this
information is partly duplicative with Interrogatory No. 9.
INTERROGATORY NO. 12.
Identify and describe in detail all coexistence, prior rights, settlement and other similar agreements which
Softek or Softek Solutions, Inc. have entered into with any third party with respect to any ILLUMINATE

Mark.
RESPONSE:
Opposer has entered into one settlement agreement regarding the ILLUMINATE Mark, dated December 18,
2012, which was produced in Opposer’s response to Applicant’s First Set of Requests of Production of
Documents and Things. It is entitled “Softek Executed Settlement Agreement.”
INTERROGATORY NO. 13.
Describe in detail the nature of the assignment of Registration No. 3,608,560 to Softek from Softek
Solutions, Inc. or any other predecessor in interest or third party. Your response should include, at
minimum, the identity of the predecessor in interest or other third party, the circumstances under which
such assignment occurred, any Goods or Services that said predecessor in interest or other third party
promoted with the ILLUMINATE Mark as it appears in Registration No. 3,608,560, the scope of the
assignment, and Opposer’s decision to move forward with the assignment.
RESPONSE:
Softek Illuminate, Inc’s predecessor in interest is Softek Solutions, Inc. Ownership of Registration No.
3,608,560, along with all associated goodwill and know-how, was passed to Softek Illuminate on June 20,
2016, after an arbitration process. At that time the ILLUMINATE Mark was used in conjunction with each
of the goods and services identified in Registration Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126.
Opposer is unsure what Applicant means by asking for “Opposer’s decision to move forward with the
assignment” and cannot create a reasonable meaning from the same. Opposer welcomes an opportunity to
meet and confer with Applicant regarding its meaning.
INTERROGATORY NO. 14.
Describe in detail the chain of title for Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
RESPONSE:
Mark 3,608,560 was registered by the USPTO, with ownership vested in Softek Solutions, Inc., Opposer’s
predecessor in interest. Subject to an arbitration award, ownership of Mark Registration No. 3,608,560 was
passed to Opposer on June 20, 2016. Opposer has made no transfer or other assignment of its complete
ownership interest in the 3,608,560 mark.
Mark 6,023,126 was registered by the USPTO on March 31, 2020, with ownership vested in Opposer.

Opposer has made no transfer or other assignment of its complete ownership interest in the 6,023,126 mark.

INTERROGATORY NO. 15.
Describe in detail any previous litigation, arbitration, mediation, or other dispute resolution related to
Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, including the “Arbitration Award issued by Allied Business Group on
June 9, 2016” referenced in the Intellectual Property Assignment dated June 20, 2016, recorded with the
United States Patent and Trademark Office at reel 6228, frame 394.
RESPONSE:
Opposer objects to Interrogatory No. 15 on the grounds that it seeks information that is protected from
disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, and the attorney work product doctrine. Subject to these
objections and the foregoing General Objections, Opposer responds as follows:
Softek Solutions was founded by Opposer’s President, Matthew McLenon and his former business partner,
David Fletcher, who is the President of Softek Solutions, Inc. A decision was made to separate Softek
Solutions into two entities, with each entity possessing a portion of Softek Solutions Inc.’s intellectual
property. Softek Solutions underwent a division which separated the Illuminate product line from Softek
Solutions, Inc.’s product line and established Softek Illuminate, Inc. as the owner of all intellectual property
related to the ILLUMINATE Mark.
Responses to other disputes for the ILLUMINATE Mark are duplicative with other of these interrogatories
and will not be repeated here.
INTERROGATORY NO. 16.
Describe in detail Softek’s current, past, or planned relationship with Softek Solutions, Inc.
RESPONSE:
Softek Illuminate, Inc. is not affiliated with and does not work with Softek Solutions, Inc. Details regarding
the relationship between Softek Solutions, Inc. and Softek Illuminate, Inc. are answered elsewhere in these
interrogatories and will not be repeated here. Additionally, see documents produced to Applicant in
Opposer’s response to Applicant’s First Set of Requests of Production of Documents and Things.
INTERROGATORY NO. 17.
Identify and describe in detail all agreements between Softek and Softek Solutions, Inc. relating to or
involving any ILLUMINATE mark.

RESPONSE:
Ownership of Registration No. 3,608,560, along with all associated goodwill and know-how, was passed to
Softek Illuminate on June 20, 2016. Details regarding the agreements between Softek Illuminate, Inc. and
Softek Solutions, Inc. are answered elsewhere in these interrogatories and will not be repeated here.
Additionally, see documents produced to Applicant in Opposer’s response to Applicant’s First Set of
Requests of Production of Documents and Things
INTERROGATORY NO. 18.
Identify the nature, identity, and characteristics of each class or types of consumer or purchaser to which
Opposer markets, offers, or sells Opposer’s Goods and Services.
RESPONSE:
Opposer objects that Interrogatory No. 18 is duplicative of information requested in Interrogatory No. 7,
and as such directs Application to Opposer’s prior answer.
INTERROGATORY NO. 19.
Identify all outlets and channels of commerce through which Opposer’s Goods and Services have been, or
are currently, offered or sold under Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
RESPONSE:
Opposer markets its goods and services solder under the ILLUMINATE Marks through attendance at trade
shows and by direct reach-out to potential customers.
INTERROGATORY NO. 20.
Identify all clinical trial information that Opposer has sold or offered or currently sells or offers to any
customers under Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
RESPONSE:
Opposer does not conduct nor market clinical trial information under its ILLUMINATE Mark.

INTERROGATORY NO. 21.
Identify all Persons who have been officers, directors, employees, or partners of both Opposer and Softek
Solutions, Inc.
RESPONSE:

Opposer objects that Interrogatory No. 21 is overbroad and not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of
admissible evidence, and is not limited by any time or geographical scope. Any officers, directors,
employees, or partners of both Softek Solutions, Inc. and Softek Illuminate, Inc who would have
information relevant to any claim or defense has already disclosed in Interrogatory No. 1.
INTERROGATORY NO. 22.
Identify all Persons that participated in the preparation or filing of U.S. Application Ser.
Nos. 77/562,892 or 88/598,373.
RESPONSE:
Application Serial No. 77/532,892 was prepared and submitted by Polsinelli, PC, through its attorney James
M. Stipek. Matt McLenon participated on behalf of Softek Solutions, Inc.
Application Serial No. 88/598,373 was prepared and submitted by Conroy Baran, LLC, through its attorney
Robert C. Reynolds. Matt McLenon participated on behalf of Softek Illuminate, Inc.

Dated: February 16, 2020

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Robert Reynolds
Robert Reynolds
Conroy Baran, LLC
1316 St. Louis Ave, 2nd Floor
Kansas City, MO 64101
rreynolds@conroybaran.com
Counsel for Opposer
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Pfefferkorn; however, we also requested business addresses for both of these individuals. Please
provide these business addresses.
Interrogatory 2. Softek’s response to Interrogatory 2 is incomplete. Interrogatory 2
requests “all marks that Opposer has used or registered comprised of or containing
‘ILLUMINATE’ or any variations thereof” (emphasis added). Softek’s response addresses only
registration. In addition, Softek refers to “Opposer’s ILLUMINATE marks” but does not provide
any definition for this term. Please confirm that Softek’s has not used any marks comprised or
containing “ILLUMINATE” or any variations thereof beyond the registered marks Softek
identified, or update Softek’s response to include any additional marks, and include a
corresponding definition of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE marks and corresponding revisions to
responses that would be affected by the change (e.g., Interrogatory 4).
Interrogatory 4. Softek’s response to Interrogatory 4 references documents produced
as part of Opposer’s response to Applicant’s First Set of Requests of Production which provides a
full list of Softek’s software functionalities, which in turn encapsulate the goods and services
provided by the Illuminate Software (this appears to be a defined term, but it is not clear that
Softek has provided a definition). Please identify these documents, as they are not immediately
apparent based on our review of the documents produced to date.
Interrogatory 11. Softek’s response to Interrogatory 11 is incomplete due at least in
part to Softek’s erroneous relevance, duplicity, and burden objections. Interrogatory 11 requests
information regarding any third-party marks of which Opposer is aware that include the term
“Illuminate” and are used on or in connection with goods and services in the medical field. Such
information is clearly relevant to the present proceedings as it goes to the strength or weakness
of, and the scope of protection afforded to, Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark. Furthermore, this
request is distinct from that in Interrogatory 9, which requests information related to
communications and negotiations with third parties concerning Opposer’s ILLUMINATE
Marks. While both requests involve third parties, Interrogatory 9 specifically requests
information regarding communications, while Interrogatory 11 requests information regarding
use of marks including the word “illuminate.” Finally, there is no argument for burden in this
case, as Interrogatory 11 requests only information on uses “of which Opposer is aware.”
Searching for and providing this information presents no apparent burden at all, as it is
specifically limited to that which Opposer already has in its possession. Given Opposer’s lack of
any valid objection to providing a response to this interrogatory, we reiterate this request.
Interrogatory 13. Interrogatory 13 requests, among other things, information
regarding “Opposer’s decision to move forward with the assignment” of Reg. No. 3,608,560.
Softek’s response indicates that Softek was not aware of the meaning of this phrase. To clarify,
this phrase requests information and documents referring or relating to Softek’s decision to
assign this registration and the reasons or bases for it entering into any final agreement or
arbitral award that assigns, or memorializes the assignment of, the ILLUMINATE Mark and
Reg. No. 3,608,560. Please supplement Softek’s response based on this clarification.
Interrogatory 14. Softek’s response to Interrogatory 14 is incomplete. This
interrogatory requests information regarding the chain of title for Opposer’s ILLUMINATE
Mark, but Softek’s response addresses the chain of title only after registration. Because common
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law rights in the mark would presumably predate the mark’s registration, Softek’s description of
the chain of title is presumably incomplete. Please describe the full chain of title including any
common law rights that may predate its registration.
Interrogatory 18. Softek’s response to Interrogatory 18 is incomplete due at least in
part to Softek’s erroneous objection that this interrogatory is duplicative with Interrogatory 7.
Interrogatory 18 requests information on the “nature, identity, and characteristics of each class
or types of consumer or purchaser” (emphasis added). In contrast, Interrogatory 7 requests only
“the classes of purchasers” themselves. In other words, Interrogatory 7 requests that Softek
identify these classes, while Interrogatory 18 requests that Softek describe them. To further
clarify, given that Softek responded to Interrogatory 7 that Softek’s classes of purchasers include
“hospitals and physicians,” information related to the nature, identity, or characteristics of these
purchasers include, but are not limited to, the particular departments within hospitals and the
particular types of physicians that use Softek’s goods and services, the geographic area that the
hospitals and physicians serve, the size of their practices, and the type(s) of treatment,
diagnosis, medicine, and procedures they provide.
Interrogatory 21. Softek’s response to Interrogatory 21 is incomplete due at least in
part to Softek’s erroneous relevance and burden objections. Interrogatory 21 requests the
identity all Persons who have been officers, directors, employees, or partners of both Opposer
and Softek Solutions, Inc. Softek unilaterally limits its response to addressing only such of those
persons “who would have information relevant to any claim or defense.” Any person falling
under the classification of Interrogatory 21 is likely to have potentially relevant knowledge
regarding, at a minimum, the nature of Softek’s services and the circumstances surrounding the
transfer of intellectual property from Softek Solutions, Inc. to Softek. Softek may not exclude
any such persons from discovery based on a blanket assertion that they do not “have
information relevant to any claim or defense.” This information is highly likely to lead to
admissible evidence, and far from being overbroad it is limited to a specific, narrow class of
people that are well within Opposer’s knowledge. Accordingly, please supplement Softek’s
response to this interrogatory without any such limitation or exclusion.
II.

Softek’s Responses to Requests for Production

General Objections. Softek’s Responses to Requests for Production incorporates all
general objections included in its response to Applicant’s First Set of Interrogatories,
presumably including its erroneous objection as to the applicable timeframe. As described
above, an arbitrary limit of three or ten years is inappropriate in this case, as Applicant alleges
fraud dating back to at least April 1, 2008. Please update Softek’s responses to each request for
production to include all responsive documents dating back to at least April 1, 2008.
Response to Request for Production 2. Opposer has no valid grounds for refusing
to produce documents in response to this request. Request for Production 2 seeks documents
“referring or relating to Opposer’s, or Softek Solutions, Inc.’s, selection, adoption, and clearance
of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.” Opposer’s objection that this request is overbroad as being
unlimited as to time and scope is inapplicable here, where such documents would clearly be
from the time period around the adoption of the mark. Furthermore, as Opposer noted in
response to Interrogatory 3, Opposer’s ILLUMINATE mark was “conceived by Matt McLenon,
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and workshopped with Mark Pfefferkorn.” Neither of these two individuals are lawyers, and as
such any communications they had regarding the selection and adoption of the ILLUMINATE
mark cannot possibly be subject to attorney-client privilege. Please produce all non-privileged
documents that are responsive to this request.
Response to Request for Production 3. Opposer’s response to Request for
Production 3 is incomplete. Though addressed above in response to Opposer’s general
objections, it bears emphasis that Opposer’s response to this particular request is incomplete by
virtue of its arbitrary and unreasonable 3-year time limit. Request for Production 3 asks for
Documents sufficient to show or identify each of Opposer’s Goods and Services offered under
any of the ILLUMINATE Marks. Because Applicant’s claims relate directly to Opposer’s use of
the ILLUMINATE Marks at least as early as April 1, 2008, Opposer’s arbitrary 3-year time limit
is patently inappropriate. Please supplement Softek’s response to include all responsive
documents dating back to at least April 1, 2008.
Response to Request for Production 9. Opposer’s response to this request is
incomplete. Request for Production 9 seeks “Documents sufficient to identify the nature,
identity, and characteristics of each class or type of customer or purchaser to whom Opposer
markets, offers, or sells.” Opposer’s responds that all information relevant to this request was
included in its response to Interrogatory 7. This is erroneous. Interrogatory 7 requests that
Opposer identify each class, while Request for Production 9 asks for documents sufficient to
show the characteristics of these classes. To further clarify, given that Softek responded to
Interrogatory 7 that Softek’s classes of purchasers include “hospitals and physicians,”
information related to the nature, identity, or characteristics of these purchasers include, but are
not limited to, the particular departments within hospitals and the particular types of physicians
that use Softek’s goods and services, the geographic area that the hospitals and physicians serve,
the size of their practices, and the type(s) of treatment, diagnosis, medicine, and procedures
they provide. Please supplement Softek’s response to include all such documents.
Response to Request for Production 25, 31–33. Opposer’s response to these
requests feature heavy redactions that do not appear to have any basis in privilege. Specifically,
documents related to Softek Illuminate, Inc.’s arbitration with, and separation from, Softek
Solutions, Inc. are heavily redacted. These documents cannot be subject to attorney-client
privilege as they were made between two litigating parties, meaning they could not possibly
represent confidential communications made with Softek’s attorneys for the purpose of
obtaining legal counsel. As such, Opposer has no valid reason for redacting these documents.
Please produce all responsive, non-privileged documents in full.

Sincerely,

Rob
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Good afternoon, all.
One short follow‐up. Ryan, you mentioned that your client’s ILLUMINATE mark was related to an HIV drug, and
that drug was either approved for use or that it was undergoing testing (sorry, I can’t remember which it was and it
wasn’t in my notes), and that you’d like me to present that information to my client and see if he was interested in
settlement. When should I expect those? Have a great weekend!
‐Bob
Robert Reynolds
Attorney

Kansas City: 417-496-2467 | 1316 Saint Louis Avenue, 2nd Floor, Kansas City, Missouri 64101
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you have received this transmission in error, please immediately return it via e-mail to the sender, then delete this message and call
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E-mail may not be a secure method of communication. It may be copied and held by any computer through which it passes, and
persons not participating in the communication may intercept the communication. Should you wish to discontinue this method of
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Any tax advice contained in this communication, including attachments, is not intended as a thorough, in-depth analysis of specific
issues, nor a substitute for a formal opinion, nor is it sufficient to avoid tax-related penalties.
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To: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
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Subject: Summary of 4.1.21 Meet and Confer
Hi Bob,
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Thanks again for speaking with us regarding Softek’s discovery responses. As discussed, we have provided a summary of
the call below. Please just let us know if you believe anything below is inaccurate, or if you have any questions.
Best,
Ryan
Objections Raised to Interrogatory and RFP Responses
General Objection ‐ Softek’s responses are improperly restricted to 3 or 10 years
In response to Merck’s objection that it was inappropriate to read a 3‐ or 10‐year time limit into our requests, Softek
clarified that it produced documents and provided responses that go beyond these time limits in all instances where it
believed it was appropriate to do so. Softek will amend its responses to note specifically which responses it has limited
to these shorter timeframes.
Interrogatory 1 Objections ‐ Employment status of Paul Link, employer of Mark Pfefferkorn, business addresses for both
individuals
In response to Merck’s questions regarding Paul Link and Mark Pfefferkorn, Softek stated:





Paul Link’s LinkedIn page no longer lists him as a current employee of Softek,
Mark Pfefferkorn was an independent, self‐employed consultant when he did work for Softek.
Paul Link’s contact information should be available on LinkedIn. Softek will attempt to find his email and forward
it to Merck.
Mark Pfefferkorn has retired and is currently traveling across the country in an RV. Softek is not able to reach
him and does not have any current contact info for him.

Interrogatory 2 Objections ‐ Other marks used by Softek; definition of “its ILLUMINATE marks”
In response to Merck’s question regarding whether Softek has used any marks beyond those that it has registered,
Softek confirmed that it has not. Softek further clarified that it has produced multiple PNG files for various logos
featuring variations of its registered marks, some of which it does not plan on registering with the USPTO. Softek further
clarified that its capitalization of “ILLUMINATE marks” was not meant to refer to any particular definition, and that
Softek intended to use the definitions set forth in Merck’s First Set of Interrogatories.
Interrogatory 4 Objections ‐ Identification of documents referenced in Softek’s response.
In response to Merck’s request that Softek identify which documents it is referring to in its response to interrogatory 4,
Softek stated that it would identify the types of documents it is referring to, noting that here it was referring specifically
to a sales brochure. Softek further requested that it be allowed to group productions by which request they are
responsive to. Merck had no objections to this approach as long as doing so would not cause problems for document
identification, especially in the context of depositions, and Softek confirmed that it would not.
Interrogatory 11 Objections ‐ Third party uses of Illuminate marks
In response to Merck’s objection that Softek failed to provide a complete response to this interrogatory, Softek stated
that it already produced all non‐privileged documents regarding third party uses of marks containing the word
“illuminate.” Softek will review its response and amend it to include any relevant information.
Interrogatory 13 ‐ Softek’s “decision to move forward with the assignment”
Merck clarified its phrasing in interrogatory 13, explaining it is seeking information regarding Softek’s rationale for
moving forward with the assignment. Softek indicated that it will amend its response to provide an answer in light of
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this clarification, noting that the assignment was a result of a split between Softek’s business partners due to personal
reasons.
Interrogatory 14 ‐ Common law rights in Opposer’s marks
In response to Merck’s request that Softek account for any common law rights in its marks that predate its registrations,
Softek indicated that it would amend its response to do so. Softek further clarified that its statement that ownership
“passed” to Softek Illuminate was intended to mean the mark was assigned; Softek’s amended response will include this
language.
Interrogatory 18 ‐ Description of types of consumers
Merck raised its objection that Softek failed to answer interrogatory 18, which requested a description of Softek’s
classes of customers. Merck explained that the specific nature of Softek’s customers is central to both the claims and
counterclaims. Softek stated that it would not be producing customer lists or related information, asserting both
contained trade secrets. Softek stated that it could provide supporting authority for its assertion that such trade secrets
are not discoverable. Merck asks that Softek please do so.
Ultimately, Softek stated that it would provide an answer to this interrogatory.
Interrogatory 21 ‐ Identification of individuals with knowledge
In response to Merck’s objection that Softek failed to account for all employees that may have knowledge relevant to
the case, Softek stated that employees beyond those previously identified were unlikely to have relevant information.
Softek explained that the individuals in question were mostly low‐level employees such as receptionists, but indicated
that it could supplement the answer in the future if necessary.
Request for Production (“RFP”) 25, 31‐33 ‐ Redacted separation documents
In response to Merck’s objection that certain documents related to Softek’s separation agreement were heavily
redacted, Softek noted that it would produce unredacted versions of these documents, though the customer lists will
still be redacted. Merck assented to this, but reserved the right to object to these remaining redactions in the future.
RFP 2 ‐ Documents related to adoption of mark
In response to Merck’s objection that Softek withheld documents related to the adoption of its marks on the basis of
privilege, Softek stated that the issue is not one of privilege but of access. Softek Illuminate does not have access to
corporate records relating to the adoption of the mark, but that Softek Solutions might have them.
RFP 3 ‐ Goods and services promoted with mark
In response to Merck’s objection that Softek improperly limited its response to this request to 3 years, Softek replied
that it would produce a timeline of all goods and services promoted with its marks for the relevant timeframe. Merck
reserved its right to seek the underlying documents supporting this timeline at a later time.
RFP 9 ‐ Description of classes of customers
In response to Merck’s objection that Softek failed to produce documents responsive to this request, Softek indicated
that it would search for and produce responsive documents such as pitch documents and trade show materials.
RFP 23 ‐ Application documents
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Merck noted that it could not tell if production was complete for this request, as it expected additional documents for
this application would likely exist and be in Softek’s custody. Softek clarified that it ultimately did not pursue a challenge
against this application, resulting in the lack of documents that Merck would otherwise expect. Softek further confirmed
that there were no relevant communications to be produced in relation to the applications.
General
Softek then raised a few logistical matters. It requested an update on the status of Merck’s response to its requests;
Merck responded that it is currently on track to meet the relevant deadline. Softek then raised a concern for the current
scheduled trial period, which coincides with counsel’s wedding. Softek indicated that it may move to push the trial back
another 30 days, and Merck indicated that it did not anticipate a problem with this, though counsel would have to check
with the client.
Softek closed by noting that it will draft the aforementioned amendments to its responses and make the
aforementioned productions.
Ryan Miller
Pronouns: He/Him/His
Covington & Burling LLP
One CityCenter, 850 Tenth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001-4956
T +1 202 662 5688 | rmiller@cov.com
www.cov.com

This message is from a law firm and may contain information that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, please
immediately advise the sender by reply e-mail that this message has been inadvertently transmitted to you and delete this e-mail from your system.
Thank you for your cooperation.
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To date, despite your representations, Softek has not supplemented or amended any of
its discovery responses. MSD hereby requests that Softek provide its supplemented and
amended discovery responses by no later than May 19, 2021. If we do not receive Softek’s
supplemented or amended responses by May 19th, MSD will be forced to file a motion to compel
to remedy Softek’s deficient responses.
Sincerely,
/s/ Ryan Miller
Ryan Miller

May 17, 2021
Sent via EMAIL
Covington & Burling, LLP
rmiller@cov.cov
Attn: Ryan Miller, Robert Hunziker, Marie Lavalleye
Re: your letter of May 13, 2021
Dear Ryan:
We write in response to your letter of May 13, 2021, to clarify a difference in understandings between our
firms. We agree that Illuminate agreed to supplement its discovery responses in response to further clarifications
given in our meeting on April 1, 2021, the majority of which were clarifications on ambiguous drafting language
for which Illuminate took a reasonable interpretation and provided a good faith response. Your demand to
produce unredacted portions of the omnibus separation agreement between Softek Solutions and Softek
Illuminate, which we indicated were of a personal and sensitive nature to the CEOs of each company and have no
relevance on this dispute, will be produced without redactions. These are to be treated as CONFIDENTIAL –
ATTORNEYS EYES ONLY.
To reiterate, Illuminate agreed to supplement those responses but did not commit to a specific timeframe.
If you review our correspondence you will note that we, like MSD, committed only to responding “in the time

period allotted for the same.” As such, we will endeavor to meet your arbitrary one-week deadline for
production of documents and providing supplemental answers to interrogatories, but we will not commit
to and do not accept that deadline.
The email we have on file for Paul Link is paullink14@gmail.com.

Very Truly Yours,
CONROY BARAN

Robert Reynolds

◼◼◼
Conroy Baran, LLC
Providing a Legal Advantage for Business
1316 Saint Louis Avenue, 2nd Floor, Kansas City, Missouri 64101 | 816-388-9686 | www.conroybaran.com
4000 S. Range Line Road, Joplin, Missouri 64804 | 417-439-9707| www.conroybaran.com

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE BEFORE THE
TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of Ser. No. 88/732,936 (Published April 28, 2020) Reg. Nos. 3,608,560 and
6,023,126

Softek Illuminate, Inc.,
Opposer / Respondent,

Proceeding No. 91256082

v.
Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp.,
Applicant / Petitioner.
OPPOSER’S FIRST AMENDED RESPONSE TO APPLICANT’S FIRST SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS
Opposer and Counterclaimant Respondent Softek Illuminate, Inc. (“Illuminate”) amends
and restates entirely its first set of responses and objections to the First Set of Requests for
Production of Documents and Things of Applicant and Counterclaim Petitioner Merck Sharp &
Dohme Corp. (“MSD”) as follows:
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
Opposer incorporates by reference all objections set forth in Opposer’s response to
Applicant’s First Set of Interrogatories.
1. Opposer’s investigation and development of all facts and circumstances is ongoing. These
responses and objections are made without prejudice to, and are not a waiver of, Opposer’s
right to reply on other facts or documents later in the opposition.
2. Opposer will produce responsive documents only to the extent that such documents are in
the possession, custody, or control of Opposer, as set forth in the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure and in the Trademark Rules of Practice.
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3. Opposer expressly reserves the right to supplement, clarify, revise, or correct any or all of
the responses and objections herein, and to assert additional objections or privileges, in one
or more supplemental responses.
4. Publicly available documents including, but not limited to, newspaper or journalistic
articles, court papers, and documents available on the internet, will not be produced.
GENERAL OBJECTIONS
1. Opposer objects to each instruction, definition, and document request to the extent that it
purports to impose any requirement or discovery obligation greater than or different from
those under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Trademark Rules of Practice.
2. Opposer incorporates by reference every general objection set forth above into each
specific response set forth below. A specific response may repeat a general objection for
emphasis or some other reason. The failure to include any general objection in any specific
response does not waive any general objection to that request. Moreover, Opposer does not
waive its right to amend its responses.
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
REQUEST NO. 1.
All documents identified or requested to be identified in Applicant’s First Set of
Interrogatories.
RESPONSE: See documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 2.
All documents referring or relating to Opposer’s, or Softek Solutions, Inc.’s, selection,
adoption, and clearance of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, including any searches, investigations,
reports, opinions, and communications containing other proposed or alternative Marks.
RESPONSE:
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Opposer objects that this request is overly broad and unduly burdensome in that the same is
unlimited as to time and scope, and objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client
privilege on, attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents.
Without waiving such objection, see documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 3.
Documents sufficient to show or identify each of Opposer’s Goods and Services.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects that this request is overly broad and unduly burdensome in that the
same is unlimited as to time and scope. Without waiving such objection, see documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 4.
All documents referring or relating to Opposer’s, or Softek Solutions, Inc.’s, date of first
use anywhere and date of first use in commerce of the ILLUMINATE Mark for each of Opposer’s
Goods and Services.
RESPONSE: See documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 5.
Documents sufficient to show the earliest date on which Opposer, or Softek Solutions,
Inc.’s, planned, provided, marketed, or coordinated with others with regard to Opposer’s Goods
and Services bearing the word ILLUMINATE Mark (or variations thereof).
RESPONSE: Opposer assumes that Applicant’s Request No. 5 should read “Documents
sufficient to show the earliest date on which Opposer, or Softek Solutions, Inc.’s, planned,
provided, marketed, or coordinated with others with regard to Opposer’s Goods and Services
bearing the word “Illuminate” ILLUMINATE Mark (or variations thereof).” (corrections in
strikethrough or red). If this is incorrect, Opposer welcomes an opportunity to meet and confer
with Applicant regarding Request No. 5.
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Opposer has produced documents showing the earliest dates of Illuminate’s marketing
currently in its possession or control.
REQUEST NO. 6.
Documents sufficient to show current use of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark in commerce
in connection with each of the Goods and Services identified in U.S. Registration Nos. 3,608,560
and 6,023,126.
RESPONSE: See documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 7.
Documents sufficient to show use of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark in commerce in
connection with each of the Goods and Services identified in U.S. Registration Nos. 3,608,560 and
6,023,126 at the time use was claimed to secure and separately to maintain each registration.
RESPONSE: The file wrapper for Registration Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126 speak for
themselves and can be just as easily obtained by Applicant as Opposer. See additional documents
produced.
REQUEST NO. 8.
Documents sufficient to identify all outlets and channels of commerce through which
Opposer’s Goods and Services have been offered or sold, or are currently offered or sold,
including all websites through which Opposer’s Goods and Services have been offered or sold, or
are currently offered or sold.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects that this request is overly broad and unduly burdensome in
that the same is unlimited as to time and scope. Without waiving its objection, see documents
produced.
REQUEST NO. 9.
Documents sufficient to identify the nature, identity, and characteristics of each class or
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type of customer or purchaser to whom Opposer markets, offers, or sells; has marketed, offered, or
sold; and has ever intended to market, offer, and sell Opposer’s Goods and Services.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects that this information is overly broad and unduly
burdensome, in that the same is unlimited as to time and scope. Opposer has already provided an
answer in the form of Applicant’s Interrogatory No. 7 in Applicant’s First Set of Interrogatories.
After clarifying that such documents likely do not exist, see documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 10.
Documents sufficient to show all media (e.g., newspapers, magazines, radio, television,
internet) in which Opposer has advertised or promoted Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark or
Opposer’s Goods and Services, including any media schedules, and advertising plans.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects that this request is overly broad and unduly burdensome in
that the same is unlimited as to time and scope. Without waiving its objection, Opposer has
produced documents which show the media types that Opposer has used to advertise for the past
three years.
REQUEST NO. 11.
Representative advertising, promotional, and marketing materials in each media used by
Opposer (e.g., print, television, radio, internet, direct mail, billboards) featuring, displaying, or
containing Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, including in connection with each of Opposer’s
Goods and Services.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects that this request is overly broad and unduly burdensome in
that the same is unlimited as to time and scope. Without waiving its objection, Opposer has
produced documents which show representative samples of Opposer’s advertisements for the past
three years.
REQUEST NO. 12.
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Documents sufficient to show all forms in which Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark or any
variations thereof have been depicted, displayed, or used.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects that this request is overly broad and unduly burdensome in
that the same is unlimited as to time and scope. Without waiting its objection, Opposer has
produced documents which show the forms in which Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark has been
used for the past three years.
REQUEST NO. 13.
Representative advertising and promotional materials or sales literature showing Opposer’s
ILLUMINATE Mark.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects that this request is overly broad and unduly burdensome in
that the same is unlimited as to time and scope. Without waiving its objection, Opposer has
produced documents which show Opposer’s advertisements for the past three years.
REQUEST NO. 14.
All documents comprising, referring, or relating to trademark searches, report, research, or
investigations concerning Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark or any third-party ILLUMINATE mark.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on,
attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents. Without waiving
its objection, see documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 15.
All documents referring or relating to any communications, research, investigations, reports,
polls, surveys, opinions, online reviews, or studies regarding consumer or customer perception of
Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
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RESPONSE: Opposer has conducted a diligent search and made a reasonable inquiry and
has determined that there are no non-privileged responsive documents in its possession, custody, or
control. Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on, attorney
communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents.
REQUEST NO. 16.
All documents referring or relating to consumer or media perception of Opposer’s Goods
and Services under Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, including but not limited to consumer
reviews, consumer complaints, media reviews, consumer comments, media comments, online
reviews, and rankings.
RESPONSE: Opposer has conducted a diligent search and made a reasonable inquiry and
has determined that there are no responsive documents in its possession, custody, or control.
REQUEST NO. 17.
All documents referring or relating to the perception or recognition of any Mark or name
comprised of or containing “ILLUMINATE,” including any study, survey, or other analysis
(formal or informal) performed by or on behalf of Opposer.
RESPONSE: Opposer has conducted a diligent search and made a reasonable inquiry and
has determined that there are no responsive documents in its possession, custody, or control.
REQUEST NO. 18.
All documents constituting or referring or relating to business or marketing plans regarding
Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark or Opposer’s Goods and Services.
RESPONSE: Opposer has conducted a diligent search and made a reasonable inquiry and
has determined that there are no responsive documents in its possession, custody, or control.
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REQUEST NO. 19.
All documents related to Opposer’s knowledge of other entities using the word
ILLUMINATE (or variations thereof).
RESPONSE: Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on,
attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents.
REQUEST NO. 20.
All documents constituting or referring or relating to objections Opposer has made to any
third party’s use or registration of any marks, names, or designations comprised of or containing
“ILLUMINATE” or any variation.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on,
attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents. Without waving
its objection, see documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 21.
All documents referring or relating to objections Opposer has made against third parties
based on Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on,
attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents. Without waving
its objection, see documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 22.
All documents referring or relating to objections Opposer has received from any third party
regarding use or registration of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, not including this Proceeding.
RESPONSE: Opposer has conducted a diligent search and made a reasonable inquiry and
has determined that there are no responsive documents in its possession, custody, or control.
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REQUEST NO. 23.
All documents referring or relating to any Mark identified in response to Interrogatory
No. 11.
RESPONSE: See Opposer’s objections to Interrogatory No. 11. Subject to those objections, after
conducting a diligent search Opposer was unable to find any non-privileged documents responsive
to this request.

REQUEST NO. 24.
All agreements (e.g., license agreements, coexistence agreements, prior rights agreements,
covenants not to sue agreements, assignments, consent agreements, and settlement agreements)
between Opposer and any Person concerning use or registration of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE
Mark, or any names, marks, or designations comprised of or containing the term “ILLUMINATE”
(or variations thereof) used by Opposer, Softek Solutions, Inc., and predecessor of Opposer, or any
other such Person.
RESPONSE: See produced documents.
REQUEST NO. 25.
All documents referring or relating to all judicial, administrative, arbitration, or mediation
proceedings in any forum, including but not limited to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,
federal courts, state courts, agencies, or other forums, involving or relating to Opposer’s
ILLUMINATE Mark, or any names, marks, or designations of Opposer comprised of or containing
“ILLUMINATE” (or any variations) other than this Proceeding.
RESPONSE: See produced documents.
REQUEST NO. 26.
All documents constituting or referring or relating to communications, investigations,
surveys, searches, studies, research, reports, polls, focus groups, or opinions concerning actual
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confusion or the likelihood of confusion by or between the parties, their Marks, or their Goods and
Services.
RESPONSE: Opposer has conducted a diligent search and made a reasonable inquiry and
has determined that there are no non-privileged responsive documents in its possession, custody, or
control. Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on, attorney
communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents.
REQUEST NO. 27.
All documents in Opposer’s possession, custody, or control that refer or relate to Applicant,
Applicant’s ILLUMINATE & Design Mark, or any of Applicant’s Goods and Services.
RESPONSE: Opposer has conducted a diligent search and made a reasonable inquiry and
has determined that there are no non-privileged responsive documents in its possession, custody, or
control. Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on, attorney
communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents.
REQUEST NO. 28.
Documents sufficient to identify the prices for all of Opposer’s Goods and Services offered
or sold in connection with Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
RESPONSE: See produced documents.
REQUEST NO. 29.
All documents referring or relating to any of Opposer’s applications for registration (state
or federal) of any marks that include the term “ILLUMINATE” (or any variations).
RESPONSE: Opposer has conducted a diligent search and made a reasonable inquiry and
has determined that there are no non-privileged responsive documents in its possession, custody, or
control. Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on, attorney
communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents.
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REQUEST NO. 30.
All documents reflecting, referring to, or relating to the chain of title of Opposer’s
ILLUMINATE Mark, including any transfers of said title.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on,
attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents. Without waiving
is objection, see documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 31.
All documents relating to the “Arbitration Award issued by Allied Business Group on June
9, 2016” referenced in the Intellectual Property Assignment dated June 20, 2016, recorded with the
United States Patent and Trademark Office at reel 6228, frame 394.
RESPONSE: Opposer objects to the production of, and claims attorney-client privilege on,
attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive documents. Without waiving
its objection, see documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 32.
Copies of all agreements between Softek and Softek Solutions, Inc. relating to or involving
any ILLUMINATE mark.
RESPONSE: See documents produced.
REQUEST NO. 33.
Copies of all coexistence, prior rights, settlement, and other similar agreements which
Softek or Softek Solutions, Inc. have entered into with any third party with respect to any
ILLUMINATE Mark.
RESPONSE: See documents produced.
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REQUEST NO. 34.
All documents evidencing, reflecting, or supporting the allegations, claims, and denials in
Opposer’s Opposition and Answer to Cancellation Counterclaim this Proceeding.
RESPONSE: Any documents responsive to this request are being produced in response to
other documents requests contained herein. Opposer objects to the production of, and claims
attorney-client privilege on, attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive
documents. If Opposer identifies and locates additional non-privileged documents responsive to
this request, Opposer will supplement this response in a timely fashion.
REQUEST NO. 35.
All documents identified and referenced in Opposer’s initial disclosures.
RESPONSE: Any documents responsive to this request are being produced in response to
other documents requests contained herein. Opposer objects to the production of, and claims
attorney-client privilege on, attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive
documents. If Opposer identifies and locates additional non-privileged documents responsive to
this request, Opposer will supplement this response in a timely fashion.
REQUEST NO. 36.
All documents not already provided in response to these requests on which Opposer will
rely in this Proceeding.
RESPONSE: Any documents responsive to this request are being produced in response to
other documents requests contained herein. Opposer objects to the production of, and claims
attorney-client privilege on, attorney communications and work product for otherwise responsive
documents. If Opposer identifies and locates additional non-privileged documents responsive to
this request, Opposer will supplement this response in a timely fashion.
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Dated: May 20, 2021

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Robert Reynolds
Robert Reynolds
Conroy Baran, LLC
1316 St. Louis Ave, 2nd Floor
Kansas City, MO 64101
rreynolds@conroybaran.com
Counsel for Opposer
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE BEFORE THE TRADEMARK
TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of Ser. No. 88/732,936 (Published April 28, 2020) & Reg. Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126

Softek Illuminate, Inc.,
Opposer / Respondent,

Proceeding No. 91256082

v.
Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp.,
Applicant / Petitioner.

OPPOSER’S SOFTEK ILLUMINATE’S FIRST AMENDED AND RESTATED RESPONSE TO
APPLICANT’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
Opposer Softek Illuminate (“Illuminate”) hereby amends and restates entirely its responses to
Applicant Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp. (“MSD”) First Set of Interrogatories as follows below. For the
convenience of the Board and the parties, and upon Applicant’s request, Illuminate has quoted each
interrogatory in full immediately preceding Illuminate’s response.
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT AND GENERAL OBJECTIONS
Opposer makes the following general responses and objections ("General Objections") to the
definitions, instructions, and interrogatories in the Interrogatories. These General Objections are hereby
incorporated into each specific response. The assertion of the same, similar, or additional objections or partial
responses to individual Interrogatories does not waive any of Opposer’s General Objections.
1. Applicant’s definition of “Opposer” on the ground that they result in requests for information
that is in the possession, custody, or control of Softek Solutions, Inc. (“Softek”), or may otherwise
be not in the possession, custody, or control of Opposer. Although Applicant states that “This
definition is not intended to impose a discovery obligation on any person who is not a party to
the Proceeding”, Opposer objects regardless. Opposer will not search for or provide information
that is not within its possession, custody, or control.
2. Opposer objects to the scope of the Interrogatories on the grounds that they are overbroad and
seek irrelevant information because they are unlimited in time and in all other scopes. Opposer

has expressed specific instances of this general objection in terms of time when required. Opposer
objects to any discovery request which purports to ask for documents or information on matters
outside the United States.
3. Nothing herein is intended to be or should be construed as a waiver of the attorney-client
privilege, the work product doctrine, or any other protection. Inadvertent disclosure of such
protected information is not intended to be and shall not operate as a waiver of the applicable
privilege. Any information withheld on the basis of such privilege will be identified on a privilege
log.
4. These responses are based on discovery available as of the date hereof. Further discovery,
independent investigation, or other analysis may lead to the discovery of additional information,
which may lead to additions or changes to the responses set forth herein. These responses are
given without prejudice to Opposer’s right to disclose and rely on subsequently discovered
information.
DEFINITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS
Unless otherwise specified by Opposer, and subject to the above General Objections, Opposer accepts each
of Applicant’s definitions sent in its First Set of Interrogatories.
1. Opposer objects to Applicant’s instruction A(4), in that Opposer objects to providing the home
address for its clients, as that information is irrelevant and can serve no purpose in this opposition.
Opposer serves as Applicant’s point of contact for all Softek Illuminate employees, officers,
directors, or affiliates.
2. Opposer objects to each of Applicant’s interrogatories which have no defined scope of time, and
will answer each such interrogatory only within the last three years, unless a specific time is
requested by Applicant or is required by the subject matter of the interrogatory.
INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO. 1.
Identify all Persons, including but not limited to current or former officers or employees of Opposer or
Softek Solutions, Inc., who may possess knowledge, information, or documents relating to selection and use

of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, Opposer’s Goods and Services, the claims asserted in the Opposition,
and the denials or defenses asserted in Opposer’s Answer to Cancellation Counterclaim.
RESPONSE:
Matt McLenon, President of Softek Illuminate, Inc.
Mary McLenon, Controller of Softek Illuminate, Inc.
Paul Link, Director of Client Engagement (former employee) of Softek Illuminate, Inc.
Mark Pfefferkorn, and outside marketing consultant.
Despite conducting a diligent search of Opposer’s computer and physical records, Opposer was unable to
find a last known home address for Paul Link or Mark Pfefferkorn.
INTERROGATORY NO. 2.
Identify all Marks that Opposer has used or registered comprised of or containing “ILLUMINATE” or any
variations thereof, including descriptions of all stylized or design Marks.
RESPONSE:
Opposer has registered Reg. Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126 for its ILLUMINATE marks and possesses
common law trademark protections on the same.
INTERROGATORY NO. 3.
Describe the circumstances regarding the selection and clearance of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark,
including but not limited to the reason(s) Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc. selected the Mark, when
Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc. selected the Mark, all Persons involved in the selection and clearance of
the Mark, all other marks considered, and all documents that mention or reflect the foregoing.
RESPONSE:
The ILLUMINATE mark was selected by Softek Solutions, Inc. and a trademark search and clearance was
conducted by Polsinelli, PC, Softek Solutions, Inc.’s trademark attorneys at that time. The Illuminate brand
was conceived by Matt McLenon, and workshopped with Mark Pfefferkorn.
INTERROGATORY NO. 4.
Identify each Good or Service promoted, distributed, offered, or sold in connection with Opposer’s
ILLUMINATE Mark (or any variant or derivation thereof), stating for each whether Opposer currently
promotes, distributes, offers, or sells the Good or Service, and identify all documents that support such

information.
RESPONSE:
Illuminate currently offers a software suite designed to improve efficiency and accuracy in hospitals,
hospital billing departments, and providers of radiology services. The full list of functionalities, which
encapsulates the goods and services provided by the Illuminate Software, can be found in documents
produced in Opposer’s response to Applicant’s First Set of Requests of Production of Documents and
Things.
INTERROGATORY NO. 5.
Identify the date, place, and circumstances of Opposer’s or Softek Solutions, Inc.’s earliest use in commerce
of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark in connection with each of the Opposer’s Goods and Services, and
identify all documents that support the claim.
RESPONSE:
Softek Solutions, Inc. first used the ILLUMINATE brand with its radiology software in April 2008, when it
began its first business partnership with Kettering Health Network (formerly Kettering Medical Center), a
hospital network in Ohio (3535 Southern Blvd., Kettering, OH 45429). Softek Solutions, and later Softek
Illuminate, expanded the functionality of that software by adding new modules as early as January 1, 2011.
Additionally, see documents produced to Applicant in Opposer’s response to Applicant’s First Set of
Requests of Production of Documents and Things, as well as documents attached to an email sent to
Applicant on August 8, 2020.
INTERROGATORY NO. 6.
Identify the dates and circumstances under which Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc. has at any time ceased
use of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark in connection with any of Opposer’s Goods and Services.
RESPONSE:
Neither Opposer nor Softek Solutions have ever ceased use of the ILLUMINATE Mark.
INTERROGATORY NO. 7.
Describe the classes of purchasers to whom Opposer has marketed or sold Opposer’s Goods and Services.
RESPONSE:
The consumers of goods and services provided under the ILLUMINATE Marks are hospitals and

physicians. Primary points of sale are hospital administrators and executives.
INTERROGATORY NO. 8.
Describe in detail each communication that Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc. has received from any third
party regarding Applicant or, including without limitation, Applicant’s Marks, Goods and Services, and
website.
RESPONSE:
Opposer objects to Interrogatory No. 8 on the grounds that it seeks information that is protected from
disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, and the attorney work product doctrine. Opposer further objects
to Interrogatory No. 8 on the grounds that it is overly broad and seeks irrelevant information and is unduly
burdensome and disproportionate to the needs of the case. Subject to these objections and the foregoing
General Objections, Opposer will answer without regard to general advertising, news reports, or other
advertising or marketing or industry periodicals (and similar irrelevant public documents), and as such
responds as follows:
Opposer responds that despite making reasonable efforts to obtain information responsive to this
interrogatory, which includes searching its corporate records and consulting its employees, no responsive
information was obtained there are no communications from third parties regarding Applicant, its Marks, or
its Goods and Services.
INTERROGATORY NO. 9.
Identify and describe all negotiations or other communications between Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc.
and third parties related to any and all licenses, settlement agreements, contracts, and other agreements
between Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc. and third parties, whether actual or proposed, concerning
Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark (or any variants or derivation thereof).
RESPONSE:
Opposer objects to Interrogatory No. 9 on the grounds that it seeks information that is protected from
disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, and the attorney work product doctrine. Subject to these
objections and the foregoing General Objections, Opposer responds as follows:
1. Softek Solutions, Inc. opposed the registration of the mark Serial No. 85/418,909 for
“ILLUMINATE” on April 3, 2012, which was decided on default judgment. That opposition file

speaks for itself.
2. Softek Solutions, Inc. filed a lawsuit in the United States District Court of Kansas against
NightRays, P.A. (a Texas Corporation d/b/a/ “Rays”) based on NightRays’s use of “Illuminate” on
radiology services, which was settled. The pleadings and filings in that case, K12-CV-2496, speak
for themselves. This case was settled in Opposer’s favor and NightRays ceased all use of
“Illuminate” in their marketing.
3. See documents produced to Applicant in Opposer’s response to Applicant’s First Set of Requests of
Production of Documents and Things.
INTERROGATORY NO. 10.
Describe in detail all investigations or studies, including but not limited to trademark clearance searches and
trademark surveys, conducted by or on behalf of Opposer or Softek Solutions, Inc. relating to any of the
parties’ Marks or Goods and Services, and identify all documents that constitute, reflect, or refer to the
foregoing.
RESPONSE:
Subject to the foregoing General Objections, Opposer responds that despite making reasonable
efforts to obtain information responsive to this interrogatory, which includes searching its corporate records
and consulting its employees, no responsive information was obtained. As such Opposer lacks sufficient
knowledge to answer this interrogatory.
INTERROGATORY NO. 11.
Describe in detail all third-party Marks of which Opposer is aware that consist of or contain the term
“illuminate” for use on or in connection with Goods or Services in the medical or health field.
RESPONSE:
Opposer objects to Interrogatory No. 11 on the grounds that it is overly broad and seeks irrelevant
information and is unduly burdensome and disproportionate to the needs of the case, and contains
documents and communications protected by the attorney-client privilege and the work product doctrine.
Additionally, this information is partly duplicative with Interrogatory No. 9.
INTERROGATORY NO. 12.
Identify and describe in detail all coexistence, prior rights, settlement and other similar agreements which

Softek or Softek Solutions, Inc. have entered into with any third party with respect to any ILLUMINATE
Mark.
RESPONSE:
Opposer has entered into one settlement agreement regarding the ILLUMINATE Mark, dated December 18,
2012, which was produced in Opposer’s response to Applicant’s First Set of Requests of Production of
Documents and Things. It is entitled “Softek Executed Settlement Agreement.”
INTERROGATORY NO. 13.
Describe in detail the nature of the assignment of Registration No. 3,608,560 to Softek from Softek
Solutions, Inc. or any other predecessor in interest or third party. Your response should include, at
minimum, the identity of the predecessor in interest or other third party, the circumstances under which
such assignment occurred, any Goods or Services that said predecessor in interest or other third party
promoted with the ILLUMINATE Mark as it appears in Registration No. 3,608,560, the scope of the
assignment, and Opposer’s decision to move forward with the assignment.
RESPONSE:
Softek Illuminate, Inc’s predecessor in interest is Softek Solutions, Inc. Ownership of Registration No.
3,608,560, along with all associated goodwill and know-how, was passed to Softek Illuminate on June 20,
2016, after an arbitration process. At that time the ILLUMINATE Mark was used in conjunction with each
of the goods and services identified in Registration Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126. Opposer was spun off
from Softek Solutions due to nonbusiness disagreements between the cofounders of Softek Solutions.
INTERROGATORY NO. 14.
Describe in detail the chain of title for Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
RESPONSE:
Mark 3,608,560 was registered by the USPTO, with ownership vested in Softek Solutions, Inc., Opposer’s
predecessor in interest. Subject to an arbitration award, ownership of Mark Registration No. 3,608,560 was
assigned to Opposer on June 20, 2016, along with all common law rights in the same. Opposer has made no
transfer or other assignment of its complete ownership interest in the 3,608,560 mark.
Mark 6,023,126 was registered by the USPTO on March 31, 2020, with ownership vested in Opposer.
Opposer has made no transfer or other assignment of its complete ownership interest in the 6,023,126 mark.

INTERROGATORY NO. 15.
Describe in detail any previous litigation, arbitration, mediation, or other dispute resolution related to
Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, including the “Arbitration Award issued by Allied Business Group on
June 9, 2016” referenced in the Intellectual Property Assignment dated June 20, 2016, recorded with the
United States Patent and Trademark Office at reel 6228, frame 394.
RESPONSE:
Opposer objects to Interrogatory No. 15 on the grounds that it seeks information that is protected from
disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, and the attorney work product doctrine. Subject to these
objections and the foregoing General Objections, Opposer responds as follows:
Softek Solutions was founded by Opposer’s President, Matthew McLenon and his former business partner,
David Fletcher, who is the President of Softek Solutions, Inc. A decision was made to separate Softek
Solutions into two entities, with each entity possessing a portion of Softek Solutions Inc.’s intellectual
property. Softek Solutions underwent a division which separated the Illuminate product line from Softek
Solutions, Inc.’s product line and established Softek Illuminate, Inc. as the owner of all intellectual property
related to the ILLUMINATE Mark.
Responses to other disputes for the ILLUMINATE Mark are duplicative with other of these interrogatories
and will not be repeated here.
INTERROGATORY NO. 16.
Describe in detail Softek’s current, past, or planned relationship with Softek Solutions, Inc.
RESPONSE:
Softek Illuminate, Inc. is not affiliated with and does not work with Softek Solutions, Inc. Details regarding
the relationship between Softek Solutions, Inc. and Softek Illuminate, Inc. are answered elsewhere in these
interrogatories and will not be repeated here. Additionally, see documents produced to Applicant in
Opposer’s response to Applicant’s First Set of Requests of Production of Documents and Things.
INTERROGATORY NO. 17.
Identify and describe in detail all agreements between Softek and Softek Solutions, Inc. relating to or
involving any ILLUMINATE mark.
RESPONSE:

Ownership of Registration No. 3,608,560, along with all associated goodwill and know-how, was passed to
Softek Illuminate on June 20, 2016. Details regarding the agreements between Softek Illuminate, Inc. and
Softek Solutions, Inc. are answered elsewhere in these interrogatories and will not be repeated here.
Additionally, see documents produced to Applicant in Opposer’s response to Applicant’s First Set of
Requests of Production of Documents and Things.
INTERROGATORY NO. 18.
Identify the nature, identity, and characteristics of each class or types of consumer or purchaser to which
Opposer markets, offers, or sells Opposer’s Goods and Services.
RESPONSE:
Opposer objects that Interrogatory No. 18 is duplicative of information requested in Interrogatory No. 7,
and as such directs Application to Opposer’s prior answer. The users of Opposer’s Illuminate software are
doctors, billing specialists, and hospital administrators.
INTERROGATORY NO. 19.
Identify all outlets and channels of commerce through which Opposer’s Goods and Services have been, or
are currently, offered or sold under Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
RESPONSE:
Opposer markets its goods and services solder under the ILLUMINATE Marks through attendance at trade
shows and by direct reach-out to potential customers.
INTERROGATORY NO. 20.
Identify all clinical trial information that Opposer has sold or offered or currently sells or offers to any
customers under Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
RESPONSE:
Opposer does not conduct nor market clinical trial information under its ILLUMINATE Mark.

INTERROGATORY NO. 21.
Identify all Persons who have been officers, directors, employees, or partners of both Opposer and Softek
Solutions, Inc.
RESPONSE:

Opposer objects that Interrogatory No. 21 is overbroad and not reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of
admissible evidence, and is not limited by any time or geographical scope. Any officers, directors,
employees, or partners of both Softek Solutions, Inc. and Softek Illuminate, Inc who would have
information relevant to any claim or defense has already disclosed in Interrogatory No. 1.
INTERROGATORY NO. 22.
Identify all Persons that participated in the preparation or filing of U.S. Application Ser.
Nos. 77/562,892 or 88/598,373.
RESPONSE:
Application Serial No. 77/532,892 was prepared and submitted by Polsinelli, PC, through its attorney James
M. Stipek. Matt McLenon participated on behalf of Softek Solutions, Inc.
Application Serial No. 88/598,373 was prepared and submitted by Conroy Baran, LLC, through its attorney
Robert C. Reynolds. Matt McLenon participated on behalf of Softek Illuminate, Inc.

Dated: May 20, 2021

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Robert Reynolds
Robert Reynolds
Conroy Baran, LLC
1316 St. Louis Ave, 2nd Floor
Kansas City, MO 64101
rreynolds@conroybaran.com
Counsel for Opposer
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alleges nonuse, abandonment, and fraud dating back to at least 2008.
Documents in these categories from the 2008 period are central to determining
whether, and to what extent, Softek was using Softek’s ILLUMINATE Mark
during that time period.
•

All Interrogatories - Softek has refused to remove its 3-year time limitation for all
interrogatory responses. Again, Softek’s refusal to provide information from the
time period central to MSD’s nonuse, abandonment, and fraud claims is arbitrary
and patently inappropriate.

Softek must amend each of the foregoing responses to remove the inappropriate time
limitations and to provide all responsive information.
Identification of Documents Referred to in Interrogatory 4
Interrogatory 4 requests information about the goods and services offered by Softek. In
its original response, Softek claimed that it had produced documents sufficient to show the “full
list of functionalities” of Softek’s software, but did not identify any such documents. During the
parties’ meet and confer, Softek confirmed that it would supplement its response to identify the
relevant documents. Softek has not done so. Softek must supplement its response to provide
this information, whether in narrative form or through a proper identification of relevant
documents.
Incomplete Response to Interrogatory 11
Interrogatory 11 requests information about third-party ILLUMINATE marks of which
Softek is aware. Though Softek initially objected to this interrogatory without providing a
response, it represented in the April 1, 2021 meet and confer that it would add a substantive
response. Softek has failed to do so, and again only objected to the request. Softek must provide
a substantive response to this interrogatory.
Incomplete Response to Interrogatory 14
Interrogatory 14 requests information about the chain of title for Softek’s marks.
Softek’s original response was deficient in that it failed to provide information about any
common law rights held by Softek. Although, Softek has now supplemented its response to note
summarily that the assignment included common law rights, the response remains deficient in
that it still fails to describe any common law rights predating Reg. No. 3,608,560. For example,
Softek includes no information at all regarding any use or ownership of any ILLUMINATE mark
by Softek (or its predecessor in interest) prior to the issuance of Reg. No. 3,608,560. Softek
must supplement its response to account for any such common law rights or to confirm that
there are none.
Incomplete Response to Interrogatory 18
Interrogatory 18 requests information about the nature of each class of Softek’s
consumers. Because Softek initially failed to provide any substantive response to this
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interrogatory, MSD’s original letter identified the specific additional information necessary for a
complete response. Although Softek agreed during the parties’ meet and confer to supplement
its response, Softek has failed to provide virtually any of the details specified in MSD’s original
letter.
Softek must supplement this response to specify, at minimum, details identified in
MSD’s original letter.
Incomplete Response to RFP 9
RFP 9 asks for documents sufficient to show the nature of each class of Softek’s
consumers. Softek initially objected to this request and provided no substantive response, but
agreed during the parties’ meet and confer to supplement its response and to produce at least
pitch documents and trade show materials. Softek’s supplemental response, however, is
nonsensical: “After clarifying that such documents likely do not exist, see documents
produced.” This response suggests both that no responsive documents exist and that Softek has
already produced responsive documents.
Softek must clarify its response, including by specifying the referenced “documents
produced” and by producing the pitch documents and trade show materials identified during the
parties’ meet and confer.
*

*

*

For the reasons described above, Softek’s responses to MSD’s RFPs and interrogatories
remain deficient. MSD hereby requests that Softek supplement its responses as described
above, per MSD’s March 29 request and Softek’s April 1 agreement. Given that it has been 2
months since MSD first identified these deficiencies, please confirm that Softek will complete
this supplementation by no later than May 28. If not, MSD will be forced to file a motion to
compel to remedy Softek’s deficient responses.
Sincerely,
/s/ Ryan Miller
Ryan Miller

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of Ser. No. 88/732,936 (Published April 28, 2020)
& Reg. Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126

Softek Illuminate, Inc.,
Opposer / Respondent,

Proceeding No. 91256082

v.
Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp.,
Applicant / Petitioner.

MSD’S NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF MATT MCLENON
Please take notice that, pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 30(b)(1), Applicant
Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp. (“Applicant” or “MSD”) will take, by oral examination, the
deposition of Matt McLenon, President of Softek Illuminate, Inc. (“Opposer” or “Softek”). The
deposition will commence at 9 AM CT on May 27, 2021, and continue as permitted under Rule
30(b)(1) via remote video conferencing.
The deposition will be recorded by stenographic, audio, audiovisual, video, and/or realtime computer means, and will be taken before a court reporter, notary public, or other officer
authorized and empowered by law to administer oaths. Additional information regarding the
technical aspects of the remote deposition, including the platform and meeting hyperlink, will be
sent to Matt McLenon and counsel in advance of the deposition. MSD has retained Planet Depos
to facilitate the remote deposition, and will be using Planet Depos’s Zoom platform. The name
and contact information for the individual available for technical support regarding the
deposition is Sarah Rosenberg (sarah.rosenberg@planetdepos.com), (412) 855-4032 (cell), (888)
433-3767 (office).

Date: May 10, 2021

/Marie A. Lavalleye
Marie A. Lavalleye
Robert N. Hunziker
Ryan Miller
COVINGTON & BURLING LLP
One CityCenter
850 Tenth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001-4956
(202) 662-5439
mlavalleye@cov.com
rhunziker@cov.com
rmiller@cov.com
Counsel for Applicant / Petitioner

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of Ser. No. 88/732,936 (Published April 28, 2020)
& Reg. Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126

Softek Illuminate, Inc.,
Opposer / Respondent,

Proceeding No. 91256082

v.
Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp.,
Applicant / Petitioner.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
This is to certify that I have this 10th day of May, 2021, caused the foregoing Notice of
Deposition of Matt McLenon to be served on Softek Illuminate, Inc. by email at the following
email addresses: rreynolds@conroybaran.com and rbaran@conroybaran.com.

/Robert N. Hunziker/
Robert N. Hunziker
Counsel for Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp.

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of Ser. No. 88/732,936 (Published April 28, 2020)
& Reg. Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126

Softek Illuminate, Inc.,
Opposer / Respondent,

Proceeding No. 91256082

v.
Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp.,
Applicant / Petitioner.

MSD’S NOTICE OF DEPOSITION PURSUANT TO FED. R. CIV. P. 30(b)(6)
Please take notice that, pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 30(b)(6), Applicant
Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp. (“Applicant” or “MSD”) will take, by oral examination, the
deposition of Softek Illuminate, Inc. (“Opposer” or “Softek”) concerning the subjects listed in
Attachment A. Softek shall designate one or more of its officers, directors, managing agents, or
other persons who consent to testify on its behalf as to matters known or reasonably available to
Softek. The deposition will commence at 9 AM CT on June 3, 2021, and continue as permitted
under Rule 30(b)(1) via remote video conferencing.
MSD requests that Softek provide not later than ten business days before the deposition a
written designation of the names and positions of the officers, directors, managing agents, or
other persons designated by Softek to testify concerning the matters set forth in Attachment A,
and, for each person, the subject(s) on which he or she will testify. Please take notice that MSD
reserves all rights in connection with this deposition, including but not limited to the right to seek
the deposition of the designee in his or her personal capacity, and the right to compel further
responses and/or compliance with all applicable laws.

The deposition will be recorded by stenographic, audio, audiovisual, video, and/or realtime computer means, and will be taken before a court reporter, notary public, or other officer
authorized and empowered by law to administer oaths. MSD has retained Planet Depos to
facilitate the remote deposition, and will be using Planet Depos’s Zoom platform. The name and
contact information for the individual available for technical support regarding the deposition is
Sarah Rosenberg (sarah.rosenberg@planetdepos.com), (412) 855-4032 (cell), (888) 433-3767
(office).

Date: May 10, 2021

/Marie A. Lavalleye/
Marie A. Lavalleye
Robert N. Hunziker
Ryan Miller
COVINGTON & BURLING LLP
One CityCenter
850 Tenth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001-4956
(202) 662-5439
mlavalleye@cov.com
rhunziker@cov.com
rmiller@cov.com
Counsel for Applicant / Petitioner

ATTACHMENT A
DEFINITIONS
Applicant incorporates by reference the definitions set forth in Applicant’s First Set of
Interrogatories.
TOPICS OF EXAMINATION
Unless otherwise stated, the time period applicable to all these Topics of Examination is 2008
to present.

1. Softek’s responses to MSD’s requests for production and interrogatories,
including the factual basis for each response.
2. Softek’s record-keeping and document retention policies.
3. Any allegations, claims, or defenses raised by Softek in its opposition or answer.
4. Softek’s selection of, clearance of, adoption of, and efforts to register Opposer’s
ILLUMINATE Mark, including your understanding of the meaning of the term
“illuminate,” your knowledge of other Persons’ uses of the term or mark
“illuminate,” and all searches, investigations, analyses, and decisions concerning
Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark or other proposed or alternative marks.
5. Softek’s ownership of Registration Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126.
6. The strength and fame of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
7. The nature, functionality, target customer base, and actual customers for all goods
and services offered by Softek under or in connection with Opposer’s
ILLUMINATE Mark.
8. All customers outside of the field of radiology to whom Softek has sold any good
or service offered under or in connection with Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.

9. All licenses, sublicenses, assignments, coexistence agreements, consent
agreements, settlement agreements, or other agreements relating to the use of
Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
10. Any surveys, interviews, investigations, analyses, research, searches, tests,
ratings, reports, polls, or online reviews conducted by or on behalf of Softek
concerning the strength, recognition, or perception of the Opposer’s
ILLUMINATE Mark.
11. Softek’s advertising and marketing expenditures associated with Opposer’s
ILLUMINATE Mark.
12. Softek’s sales, revenues, and profits associated with Opposer’s ILLUMINATE
Mark.
13. The date and circumstances of Softek’s first use of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE
Mark for each of the goods and services listed in Registration Nos. 3,608,560 and
6,023,126.
14. Softek’s continuous use of Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark since 2008.
15. Any communications regarding MSD or Applicant’s ILLUMINATE & Design
Mark between Softek and any third party.
16. All uses of marks that include the word “illuminate” by third parties for use on or
in connection with Goods or Services in the medical or health field.
17. Any previous litigation, arbitration, mediation, or other dispute resolution related
to Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, including the “Arbitration Award issued by
Allied Business Group on June 9, 2016” referenced in the Intellectual Property
Assignment dated June 20, 2016, recorded with the United States Patent and
Trademark Office at reel 6228, frame 394.

18. Softek’s current, past, or planned relationship with Softek Solutions, Inc.
19. All outlets and channels of trade through which Opposer’s Goods and Services
have been, or are currently, offered or sold under Opposer’s ILLUMINATE
Mark.
20. The processes through which Softek markets and sells Opposer’s Goods and
Services to customers and potential customers, including the steps taken by
customers to purchase Opposer’s Goods and Services.
21. All clinical trial information that Opposer has sold or offered or currently sells or
offers to any customers under Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.
22. The preparation, filing, and maintenance of U.S. Application Ser. Nos.
77/562,892 and 88/598,373 and Registration Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126.
23. The factual bases for Softek’s claims of use in U.S. Application Ser. Nos.
77/562,892 and 88/598,373 (and maintenance filings thereafter) of Opposer’s
ILLUMINATE Mark, including Opposer’s claims of use outside of the field of
radiology and Opposer’s specimens of use.
24. Softek’s knowledge and intent regarding the representations made in U.S.
Application Ser. Nos. 77/562,892 and 88/598,373 (and maintenance filings
thereafter), including but not limited to the representations identified in Topic 23,
to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
25. Softek’s enforcement of any rights in Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark, including
but not limited to all demand letters sent to, agreements entered into with,
Trademark Trial and Appeal Board proceedings against, and court proceedings
against any third party, including but not limited to those third parties identified in
Exhibit A to MSD’s Answer in this proceeding.

26. All instances of confusion between Softek (or its goods or services offered under
or in connection with Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark) and any third party (or its
goods or services) using a name or mark consisting of, containing, or similar to
“illuminate.”

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of Ser. No. 88/732,936 (Published April 28, 2020)
& Reg. Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126

Softek Illuminate, Inc.,
Opposer / Respondent,

Proceeding No. 91256082

v.
Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp.,
Applicant / Petitioner.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
This is to certify that I have this 10th day of May, 2021, caused the foregoing Notice of
Deposition pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(b)(6) to be served on Softek Illuminate, Inc. by email
at the following email addresses: rreynolds@conroybaran.com and rbaran@conroybaran.com.

/Robert N. Hunziker/
Robert N. Hunziker
Counsel for Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp.

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of Ser. No. 88/732,936 (Published April 28, 2020)
& Reg. Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126

Softek Illuminate, Inc.,
Opposer / Respondent,

Proceeding No. 91256082

v.
Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp.,
Applicant / Petitioner.

MSD’S NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF MATT MCLENON
Please take notice that, pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 30(b)(1), Applicant
Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp. (“Applicant” or “MSD”) will take, by oral examination, the
deposition of Mary McLenon, Secretary of Softek Illuminate, Inc. (“Opposer” or “Softek”). The
deposition will commence at 9 AM CT on June 10, 2021, and continue as permitted under Rule
30(b)(1) via remote video conferencing.
The deposition will be recorded by stenographic, audio, audiovisual, video, and/or realtime computer means, and will be taken before a court reporter, notary public, or other officer
authorized and empowered by law to administer oaths. Additional information regarding the
technical aspects of the remote deposition, including the platform and meeting hyperlink, will be
sent to Matt McLenon and counsel in advance of the deposition. MSD has retained Planet Depos
to facilitate the remote deposition, and will be using Planet Depos’s Zoom platform. The name
and contact information for the individual available for technical support regarding the
deposition is Sarah Rosenberg (sarah.rosenberg@planetdepos.com), (412) 855-4032 (cell), (888)
433-3767 (office).

Date: May 10, 2021

/Marie A. Lavalleye
Marie A. Lavalleye
Robert N. Hunziker
Ryan Miller
COVINGTON & BURLING LLP
One CityCenter
850 Tenth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001-4956
(202) 662-5439
mlavalleye@cov.com
rhunziker@cov.com
rmiller@cov.com
Counsel for Applicant / Petitioner

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of Ser. No. 88/732,936 (Published April 28, 2020)
& Reg. Nos. 3,608,560 and 6,023,126

Softek Illuminate, Inc.,
Opposer / Respondent,

Proceeding No. 91256082

v.
Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp.,
Applicant / Petitioner.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
This is to certify that I have this 10th day of May, 2021, caused the foregoing Notice of
Deposition of Mary McLenon to be served on Softek Illuminate, Inc. by email at the following
email addresses: rreynolds@conroybaran.com and rbaran@conroybaran.com.

/Robert N. Hunziker/
Robert N. Hunziker
Counsel for Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp.

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 12:34 PM
Hunziker, Robert
Miller, Ryan; Lavalleye, Marie
RE: Clarifications
Specific Objections.pdf

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Categories:

Red Category

[EXTERNAL]

Rob,
Thank you for getting back to me. We fail to see the equivalence of “first serve us your questions, so we can
dispose of those that can be answered in written form or by business records, then we proceed to an oral deposition of
the remainder” and your position. I agree with you that further talks on that topic are likely fruitless, and we await your
motion to the board to compel discovery if you insist upon the same.
We are, again, prepared to talk about each topic of deposition and confirm which we can answer sooner and
with better information via written responses than preparing for and holding an oral deposition. For your convenience I
have created a written objection list instead of having a short call to speak on the same. We offer this in good faith to
attempt to resolve this before involving the Board. This is not an unreasonable request and surely you can see the
benefit to your client and mine to not prepare for, schedule, and conduct three separate full day depositions for
something that could be resolved in a week via additional disclosures or written questions.
‐Bob
Robert Reynolds
Attorney

Kansas City: 417-496-2467 | 1316 Saint Louis Avenue, 2nd Floor, Kansas City, Missouri 64101
Joplin: 417-385-7776 | 4000 S. Range Line Road, Joplin, Missouri 64804 (by appointment only)
rreynolds@conroybaran.com
www.conroybaran.com
This is an electronic mail transmission from Conroy Baran, LLC. This electronic mail transmission is intended only for the above
named recipient and is confidential and may be subject to the attorney/client privilege. These privileges are not waived by virtue of
having sent this electronic transmission to someone in error. If the person actually receiving this message or any other reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, note that disclosure, copying, distributing, or using the contents of this message is prohibited. If
you have received this transmission in error, please immediately return it via e-mail to the sender, then delete this message and call
the sender at 417-385-7776.
E-mail may not be a secure method of communication. It may be copied and held by any computer through which it passes, and
persons not participating in the communication may intercept the communication. Should you wish to discontinue this method of
communication, please advise, and no further e-mail communication will be sent.
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Any tax advice contained in this communication, including attachments, is not intended as a thorough, in-depth analysis of specific
issues, nor a substitute for a formal opinion, nor is it sufficient to avoid tax-related penalties.

From: Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2021 9:13 AM
To: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Cc: Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>; Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>
Subject: RE: Clarifications

Bob,
Despite its initial, accentuated claim to the contrary, Softek ultimately continues to insist that
MSD must pursue “documents or written responses” rather than oral depositions. Given that
Softek declared in no uncertain terms during the parties’ meet and confer that Softek will not
make its officers available for the oral depositions as noticed (or on any later alternative dates,
including those offered by MSD), the parties are clearly at an impasse. It is therefore
unfortunately clear that the Board must weigh in on whether MSD may depose the officers
with knowledge of Softek’s claims and defenses.
In addition, Softek once again inaccurately characterizes the parties’ exchanges regarding
MSD’s 30(b)(6) notice. Despite MSD serving its notice over two weeks ago, Softek has refused
to provide written notice of any specific objections to the scope of MSD’s notice other than
the two limited objections already addressed by MSD and Softek’s blanket objection that it
does not want to MSD to take any oral depositions. During the parties’ meet and confer,
Softek was unprepared to identify even orally any specific objections to MSD’s notice. Instead,
Softek inappropriately demanded that MSD identify documents and written responses that
Softek could provide instead of making its witnesses available for the noticed oral
depositions. It is, and always has been, Softek’s burden to object to any particular aspects of
MSD’s notices. TBMP § 404.08(a).
Thanks,
Rob
From: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 2:35 PM
To: Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>
Cc: Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>; Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>
Subject: RE: Clarifications
[EXTERNAL]

Rob,
Thank you for your response. To reiterate prior points:

1. WE ARE NOT ASSERTING THAT YOU MAY NOT CONDUCT ORAL DEPOSITIONS IN THIS CASE.
2

2. WE ARE NOT ASSERTING THAT ORAL DEPOSITIONS ARE UNAVAILABLE TO YOUR CLIENT IN
THIS CASE.
We are instead reminding you that jumping directly to oral depositions is unduly burdensome and entirely
unnecessary when written responses are adequate and available. The matters at hand are not so complicated or unable
to be reduced to writing that they require extensive oral depositions of my client’s CEO. You refused to speak with me
regarding your deposition topics to see which we could adequately answer with written responses, which was the
point of the call on 5/21. When I asked you what more information you wanted so I could again search through our
documents or get you written responses you told me any efforts we could put forth were entirely inadequate, with no
explanation given aside from “the answers would be filtered through counsel.”
I’m trying to work with you so we don’t have to start motion practice, but you aren’t budging from an
unreasonable position. This is seriously an issue we can resolve with a 20 minute phone call where I tell you what more
we can give you in documents or written responses. It’s really that easy.
‐Bob
Robert Reynolds
Attorney

Kansas City: 417-496-2467 | 1316 Saint Louis Avenue, 2nd Floor, Kansas City, Missouri 64101
Joplin: 417-385-7776 | 4000 S. Range Line Road, Joplin, Missouri 64804 (by appointment only)
rreynolds@conroybaran.com
www.conroybaran.com
This is an electronic mail transmission from Conroy Baran, LLC. This electronic mail transmission is intended only for the above
named recipient and is confidential and may be subject to the attorney/client privilege. These privileges are not waived by virtue of
having sent this electronic transmission to someone in error. If the person actually receiving this message or any other reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, note that disclosure, copying, distributing, or using the contents of this message is prohibited. If
you have received this transmission in error, please immediately return it via e-mail to the sender, then delete this message and call
the sender at 417-385-7776.
E-mail may not be a secure method of communication. It may be copied and held by any computer through which it passes, and
persons not participating in the communication may intercept the communication. Should you wish to discontinue this method of
communication, please advise, and no further e-mail communication will be sent.
Any tax advice contained in this communication, including attachments, is not intended as a thorough, in-depth analysis of specific
issues, nor a substitute for a formal opinion, nor is it sufficient to avoid tax-related penalties.

From: Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 12:55 PM
To: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Cc: Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>; Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>
Subject: RE: Clarifications

Bob,
The parties have already spent over a dozen emails and a lengthy meet and confer discussing
these issues. At this point, Softek has declared that it will seek a protective order unless MSD
agrees to waive its right to take oral depositions in this proceeding. Given this ultimatum,
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there is little benefit in the parties expending further of their respective resources repeating
their positions once again. Unfortunately, however, MSD must correct Softek’s inaccurate and
disingenuous “takeaways” below.
Softek has unilaterally, and without support, concluded that it would be “disproportionate” for
MSD to use the standard discovery tool of depositions to defend itself against Softek’s claims
and to develop key aspects of its defenses and counterclaims. Softek therefore refuses to
make available for deposition either of the officers that Softek disclosed as having
discoverable information. Instead, Softek insists that MSD may only pursue written
questioning, which as previously explained at length, is an inadequate substitute for oral
deposition questioning. This is particularly so given the deficiency of Softek’s prior
interrogatory responses (which took Softek nearly 2 months to supplement after the parties’
prior meet and confer). It is distinctly inappropriate for Softek to challenge MSD’s right to
register its ILLUMINATE & Design mark via formal opposition proceedings, then refuse to
participate even in the most basic aspects of those proceedings. MSD is entitled to defend
itself, and to avail itself of standard discovery tools, in a proceeding that Softek initiated.
Softek refuses to identify any particular objections to MSD’s enumerated 30(b)(6) deposition
topics, instead insisting, vaguely and without support, that it is somehow inappropriate for
MSD to request a 30(b)(6) deposition at all. Softek has therefore made it impossible for MSD
to evaluate any particular substantive objections and determine whether a narrowing of the
scope of the 30(b)(6) deposition is appropriate. Softek also ignores that MSD has only sought
depositions of those individuals that Softek expects to rely on to support its claims (notably,
Softek has refused, in response to MSD’s discovery request, to identify any other Softek
employees with discoverable information), and that MSD has noted that its deposition plan
may narrow if it becomes clear after the initial deposition(s) that further depositions are
unnecessary. Indeed, the only alternative proposed by Softek regarding the scope or extent of
depositions is that MSD take no oral depositions at all.
Lastly, Softek’s disagreement with the merits of MSD’s counterclaims has no bearing on
whether MSD may pursue discovery. To the contrary, Softek’s efforts appear designed to
prevent MSD from obtaining discovery on key elements of MSD’s counterclaims.
Thanks,
Rob
From: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2021 12:01 PM
To: Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>
Cc: Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>; Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>
Subject: Clarifications
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[EXTERNAL]

Good morning, all.
A few points I wish to be absolutely clear on after our call yesterday. My takeaways are enumerated below.
Please correct me if my understanding of them is incorrect or incomplete.
1. MSD will not consider written questions and responses, or a second set of interrogatories, for any portion of its
oral deposition topics, as it believes that only oral depositions will suffice to obtain the knowledge it seeks in its
deposition notices.
2. MSD will not consider a lesser number of depositions or lessening the scope of its depositions in any way, aside
from the slight reduction for topic #12, as noted in Rob’s email on 5/20.
3. MSD does not believe that its deposition requests are cumulative, duplicative, or obtainable through some other
source.
4. MSD has a good‐faith belief that its claims and counterclaims regarding nonuse or abandonment despite
reviewing Illuminate’s productions so far in this case.
‐Bob
Robert Reynolds
Attorney

Kansas City: 417-496-2467 | 1316 Saint Louis Avenue, 2nd Floor, Kansas City, Missouri 64101
Joplin: 417-385-7776 | 4000 S. Range Line Road, Joplin, Missouri 64804 (by appointment only)
rreynolds@conroybaran.com
www.conroybaran.com
This is an electronic mail transmission from Conroy Baran, LLC. This electronic mail transmission is intended only for the above
named recipient and is confidential and may be subject to the attorney/client privilege. These privileges are not waived by virtue of
having sent this electronic transmission to someone in error. If the person actually receiving this message or any other reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, note that disclosure, copying, distributing, or using the contents of this message is prohibited. If
you have received this transmission in error, please immediately return it via e-mail to the sender, then delete this message and call
the sender at 417-385-7776.
E-mail may not be a secure method of communication. It may be copied and held by any computer through which it passes, and
persons not participating in the communication may intercept the communication. Should you wish to discontinue this method of
communication, please advise, and no further e-mail communication will be sent.
Any tax advice contained in this communication, including attachments, is not intended as a thorough, in-depth analysis of specific
issues, nor a substitute for a formal opinion, nor is it sufficient to avoid tax-related penalties.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Thursday, May 20, 2021 2:03 PM
Hunziker, Robert
Lavalleye, Marie; Miller, Ryan; Robert Baran
RE: Softek v. MSD - Deposition Notices

Categories:

Red Category

[EXTERNAL]

Rob, I feel as though we should talk this out at 4ET. It’s clear that we’re writing past each other and have failed to
meaningfully connect in any of these emails.
I will await your call at 3CT.
‐Bob
Robert Reynolds
Attorney

Kansas City: 417-496-2467 | 1316 Saint Louis Avenue, 2nd Floor, Kansas City, Missouri 64101
Joplin: 417-385-7776 | 4000 S. Range Line Road, Joplin, Missouri 64804 (by appointment only)
rreynolds@conroybaran.com
www.conroybaran.com
This is an electronic mail transmission from Conroy Baran, LLC. This electronic mail transmission is intended only for the above
named recipient and is confidential and may be subject to the attorney/client privilege. These privileges are not waived by virtue of
having sent this electronic transmission to someone in error. If the person actually receiving this message or any other reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, note that disclosure, copying, distributing, or using the contents of this message is prohibited. If
you have received this transmission in error, please immediately return it via e-mail to the sender, then delete this message and call
the sender at 417-385-7776.
E-mail may not be a secure method of communication. It may be copied and held by any computer through which it passes, and
persons not participating in the communication may intercept the communication. Should you wish to discontinue this method of
communication, please advise, and no further e-mail communication will be sent.
Any tax advice contained in this communication, including attachments, is not intended as a thorough, in-depth analysis of specific
issues, nor a substitute for a formal opinion, nor is it sufficient to avoid tax-related penalties.

From: Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2021 12:58 PM
To: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Cc: Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>; Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>; Robert Baran
<rbaran@conroybaran.com>
Subject: RE: Softek v. MSD ‐ Deposition Notices

Bob,

1

Softek once again fails to cite any authority for the proposition that an Opposer may require
an Applicant to use written deposition questions instead of oral depositions. There is nothing
disproportionate about seeking a limited number of depositions—remotely, no less—of the
key officers of the entity that initiated the dispute. Moreover, written deposition questions,
filtered through counsel, are an unequivocally inadequate substitute for live, unfiltered
deposition responses—particularly given Softek’s shallow and still‐deficient responses to
MSD’s interrogatories. MSD rejects Softek’s demand that MSD not take three simple
depositions. Accordingly, please confirm that you have instructed the deponents to appear for
the noticed depositions or file your motion. MSD reserves the right to pursue all available
remedies in the event that Softek’s deponents fail to appear.
As for the 30(b)(6) topics, Softek identifies only two specific objections in its email
below. Regarding the first objection, MSD will limit Topic 12 as follows: “Softek’s sales,
revenues, and profits associated with Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark.” Whether and how Softek
has made sales are central elements of MSD’s nonuse, abandonment, and fraud claims. Also
MSD needs to ask a knowledgeable person about the meaning of financial data and
documents with which MSD is completely unfamiliar. Regarding the second objection, if there
are no such license agreements, then your client’s preparation will be quite non‐burdensome,
and that portion of the questioning will be quite short.
MSD obviously cannot respond to any other non‐specified, putative objections. Given Softek’s
continued refusal to identify any others, there appear to be none.
Though there seems to be little point to Softek repeating its non‐specific and unsupported
arguments orally, MSD is available to meet and confer this afternoon at 4 PM ET.
Thanks,
Rob
From: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2021 6:36 PM
To: Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>
Cc: Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>; Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>; Robert Baran
<rbaran@conroybaran.com>
Subject: RE: Softek v. MSD ‐ Deposition Notices
[EXTERNAL]

Rob,
I fear the point of my prior email may have been missed. We agree that depositions are available to all
parties under the FRCP and TBMP rules. However, in keeping with the Board’s standing orders to respect the
limited nature of TTAB proceedings and our duties as attorneys to not misuse our discovery powers, we do not
agree that three depositions you have proposed comply with the Board’s orders. You are mischaracterizing our
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firm and final request for you to reconsider your needlessly burdensome and repetitive discovery requests
(before we seek a protective order against the same) as a refusal to participate in the discovery process.
We restate that we fail to see the necessity for unrestricted oral depositions when more practical written
depositions would suffice. As an example, we fail to see why having to field oral questions regarding “Softek’s
sales, revenues, and profits associated with Opposer’s ILLUMINATE Mark” will produce better responses than
the business records evidencing the same, or what such evidence could support considering the nature of TTAB
proceedings. Similarly my client has affirmed in its interrogatories that there are no license agreements with
other entities for the ILLUMINATE marks, there was one prior owner of one ILLUMINATE mark, and there
have been no further transfers of the same. Why then should my client be forced to sequester its CEO to answer
the same questions again? The remainder of your named deposition topics are equally duplicative or better
answered by either business records or sworn statements.
Based on what we’ve seen, it appears clear that the goal of these demonstratively needless and repetitive
discovery requests is not the discovery of relevant information but, rather, to continue to inconvenience, burden,
and harass my client. And while we do not relish a full-blown discovery dispute before the Board, rest assured
that if you refuse to work with us on a reasonable solution, we will certainly seek a protective order on behalf of
our client.
Please let me know if you would be available for a short phone conference at your convenience this
week, in an effort resolve this issue. Also find uploaded the first part of our supplementary discovery responses
in Kiteworks.
-Bob
Robert Reynolds
Attorney

Kansas City: 417-496-2467 | 1316 Saint Louis Avenue, 2nd Floor, Kansas City, Missouri 64101
Joplin: 417-385-7776 | 4000 S. Range Line Road, Joplin, Missouri 64804 (by appointment only)
rreynolds@conroybaran.com
www.conroybaran.com
This is an electronic mail transmission from Conroy Baran, LLC. This electronic mail transmission is intended only for the above
named recipient and is confidential and may be subject to the attorney/client privilege. These privileges are not waived by virtue of
having sent this electronic transmission to someone in error. If the person actually receiving this message or any other reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, note that disclosure, copying, distributing, or using the contents of this message is prohibited. If
you have received this transmission in error, please immediately return it via e-mail to the sender, then delete this message and call
the sender at 417-385-7776.
E-mail may not be a secure method of communication. It may be copied and held by any computer through which it passes, and
persons not participating in the communication may intercept the communication. Should you wish to discontinue this method of
communication, please advise, and no further e-mail communication will be sent.
Any tax advice contained in this communication, including attachments, is not intended as a thorough, in-depth analysis of specific
issues, nor a substitute for a formal opinion, nor is it sufficient to avoid tax-related penalties.

From: Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2021 11:09 AM
To: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Cc: Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>; Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>; Robert Baran
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<rbaran@conroybaran.com>
Subject: RE: Softek v. MSD ‐ Deposition Notices

Bob,
Thank you for following up. We address the two overarching topics below.
Deposition Notices
We are unfamiliar with any precedent supporting the proposition that a party may not take
depositions simply because it has submitted interrogatories on overlapping topics—indeed,
we have never heard a party make such an argument before. This is certainly because one of
the primary purposes of depositions is to explore, build on, and test the assertions made in
other discovery responses. If Softek has specific objections to the scope of MSD’s 30(b)(6)
deposition, please identify them. However, Softek’s general objection that MSD is prohibited
from taking 30(b)(1) or 30(b)(6) depositions is not well taken. Conducting a limited number of
straightforward depositions of key employees is not only proportional to Softek’s overreaching
claims, but a routine part of any litigation proceeding. Keep in mind, Softek initiated this
proceeding to challenge MSD’s rights to use a mark already approved by the USPTO. It is
difficult to comprehend what justification would allow Softek to initiate a proceeding then
refuse to participate in even the most standard steps involved.
Accordingly, MSD intends to proceed with these three depositions. If it becomes apparent
during or after one or more of the noticed depositions that further depositions may be
reduced or eliminated, MSD will, of course, adjust its deposition plan accordingly. Please
advise if (1) there are alternative dates within the discovery period that Softek would prefer
for these depositions, and (2) if the parties will need to engage in unnecessary motion practice
before carrying out routine depositions of officers of the very party that initiated this needless
dispute.
Softek Discovery Deficiencies
It has been nearly two months since April 1, when Softek expressly represented that it would
correct the deficiencies in its discovery responses, including those deficiencies identified in our
May 13 letter. Far from arbitrary, our request that Softek correct these deficiencies by today
is therefore an entirely reasonable (in fact, overly generous) call for Softek to end its willful
stalling on promises it made 48 days ago.
We note that our May 13 letter identifies at least nine outstanding deficiencies. Your May 17
response only addresses two of them—our request for an unredacted copy of the separation
agreement (which we are still yet to receive) and our request for Paul Link’s contact
information. We look forward to receiving Softek’s further supplements later today, as
requested. Otherwise, we look forward to reading Softek’s explanation in its response brief
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for why it has taken more than 48 days to supplement its deficient responses based on mere
“clarifications on ambiguous drafting language.”
Thanks,
Rob
From: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2021 6:28 PM
To: Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>
Cc: Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>; Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>; Robert Baran
<rbaran@conroybaran.com>
Subject: RE: Softek v. MSD ‐ Deposition Notices
[EXTERNAL]

Rob
We only disagree as to the methods you’ve chosen to request information and that your requests are redundant
with the interrogatories already served on my client. It is absolutely reasonable to request that discovery in a TTAB case
be curtailed as proportionality demands. We reiterate that serving three deposition notices with no time limit, no
subject matter limit, all of which are duplicative of questions already asked and answered is not reasonable. Softek
Illuminate should not be made to respond to repeat questions merely because you dislike the answer you received, or
feel as though you are entitled to a separate answer. We reiterate that if you insist on asking the same questions again
we will consider answering those in written form, and will consider the scheduling of a follow‐up, oral deposition so long
as it is necessary and limited one such deposition (not three).
Also, please find attached our response to your letter of 5.13.2021. I suggest we have a short conference call
sometime this week to try to work through this situation. I have limited availability this week, but will endeavor to work
around your schedule.
‐Bob
Robert Reynolds
Attorney

Kansas City: 417-496-2467 | 1316 Saint Louis Avenue, 2nd Floor, Kansas City, Missouri 64101
Joplin: 417-385-7776 | 4000 S. Range Line Road, Joplin, Missouri 64804 (by appointment only)
rreynolds@conroybaran.com
www.conroybaran.com
This is an electronic mail transmission from Conroy Baran, LLC. This electronic mail transmission is intended only for the above
named recipient and is confidential and may be subject to the attorney/client privilege. These privileges are not waived by virtue of
having sent this electronic transmission to someone in error. If the person actually receiving this message or any other reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, note that disclosure, copying, distributing, or using the contents of this message is prohibited. If
you have received this transmission in error, please immediately return it via e-mail to the sender, then delete this message and call
the sender at 417-385-7776.
E-mail may not be a secure method of communication. It may be copied and held by any computer through which it passes, and
persons not participating in the communication may intercept the communication. Should you wish to discontinue this method of
communication, please advise, and no further e-mail communication will be sent.
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Any tax advice contained in this communication, including attachments, is not intended as a thorough, in-depth analysis of specific
issues, nor a substitute for a formal opinion, nor is it sufficient to avoid tax-related penalties.

From: Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>
Sent: Friday, May 14, 2021 8:33 AM
To: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Cc: Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>; Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>; Robert Baran
<rbaran@conroybaran.com>
Subject: RE: Softek v. MSD ‐ Deposition Notices

Bob,
We continue to disagree that any of MSD's discovery requests have been unreasonable or
have caused Softek any undue burden. It is unreasonable to expect that your client would be
immune from standard tools of discovery such as depositions simply by virtue of its status as a
small business, and these types of intermittent demands on litigants' time is an unavoidable
feature of the litigation process. Furthermore, as we explained in our previous email, MSD is
entitled to use the standard tools of discovery, including depositions, to collect relevant
evidence to both defend against Softek's claims and to prove its counterclaims. There is no
colorable argument that three depositions (less than a third than the amount we are allotted
by default per the TTAB's rules) are not proportional to the needs of this case.
Nevertheless, while we continue to disagree that 30 days' notice is necessary prior to these
depositions, we are willing to accommodate Softek’s request for such time. We thus propose
the following new dates for depositions:
 Deposition of Matt McLenon ‐ June 11, 2021
 Deposition of Mary McLenon ‐ June 14, 2021
 Deposition pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(b)(6) ‐ June 17, 2021
We are not seeking to extend the discovery period at this time, though we expect that, should
the depositions suggest that additional depositions or requests are warranted, Softek would
be willing to extend this period and/or consent to honor such requests outside the discovery
period given that these dates were moved back as a courtesy to Softek.
Please advise as to whether these new dates are amenable for the deponents, and if they are
not please suggest dates that would be preferable. We are happy to work with you to find a
reasonable time within the discovery period for each deposition.
Best,
Rob
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From: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 13, 2021 12:56 PM
To: Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>
Cc: Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>; Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>; Robert Baran
<rbaran@conroybaran.com>
Subject: RE: Softek v. MSD ‐ Deposition Notices
[EXTERNAL]

Rob,
We aren’t seeking to dictate your discovery process, we are trying to work with you without disrupting my
client’s day‐to‐day business. As I mentioned in our conference after our first responses to your discovery requests, the
best person to answer your questions is my client’s CEO. We expected you to exercise some sense of proportionality in
your depositions rather than seeking to sequester my client’s CEO for two days of up to seven hours of questioning,
largely for questions already asked and answered. That these seven hour sessions are remote does not lessen their
impact upon the operation of my clients business.
We require thirty days to prepare because we need to work around our client’s business. We have already
agreed to extend the discovery for an additional 30 days beyond your first asked 60 day extension, as you recall, and if
your needs aren’t met we have no objections to extending the discovery process. We fail to see how 30 days is arbitrary
but 16 days is not, or if 16 days is reasonable why 30 days is not, considering the timelines involved and our willingness
to extend additional time to you to process discovery and conduct additional discovery if necessary.
If you remain unwilling to work with us on this issue, and insist on rushing forward with all three of these
largely unnecessary depositions, we will simply move the Board for a protective order and let the Board evaluate how
reasonable your requested discovery is.
‐Bob
Robert Reynolds
Attorney

Kansas City: 417-496-2467 | 1316 Saint Louis Avenue, 2nd Floor, Kansas City, Missouri 64101
Joplin: 417-385-7776 | 4000 S. Range Line Road, Joplin, Missouri 64804 (by appointment only)
rreynolds@conroybaran.com
www.conroybaran.com
This is an electronic mail transmission from Conroy Baran, LLC. This electronic mail transmission is intended only for the above
named recipient and is confidential and may be subject to the attorney/client privilege. These privileges are not waived by virtue of
having sent this electronic transmission to someone in error. If the person actually receiving this message or any other reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, note that disclosure, copying, distributing, or using the contents of this message is prohibited. If
you have received this transmission in error, please immediately return it via e-mail to the sender, then delete this message and call
the sender at 417-385-7776.
E-mail may not be a secure method of communication. It may be copied and held by any computer through which it passes, and
persons not participating in the communication may intercept the communication. Should you wish to discontinue this method of
communication, please advise, and no further e-mail communication will be sent.
Any tax advice contained in this communication, including attachments, is not intended as a thorough, in-depth analysis of specific
issues, nor a substitute for a formal opinion, nor is it sufficient to avoid tax-related penalties.
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From: Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 13, 2021 8:27 AM
To: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Cc: Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>; Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>; Robert Baran
<rbaran@conroybaran.com>
Subject: RE: Softek v. MSD ‐ Deposition Notices

Bob,
As described in more detail below, we disagree with your assertions that any of our deposition
notices are improper or unreasonable, as well as with your characterization of the respective
parties' discovery efforts. Softek is not entitled to dictate MSD’s discovery process. As such, we
will not be withdrawing our notices of deposition.
First, we question why Softek would demand a minimum of 30 days to prepare for deposition.
Nothing in the TBMP or in case law suggests that this arbitrary 30‐day advance notice is
necessary or required; TBMP 404.05 and Fed. R. Civ. P. 30 merely require that "reasonable
notice" be given. Over two weeks of notice is certainly reasonable in this case, especially in
light of the limited number of claims, the small size of Softek’s previous production, and the
cursory answers provided to MSD’s interrogatories, which indicate that the universe of
materials that Softek’s deponents would need to review is quite manageable. Given the
remaining time for discovery, we are not in a position to wait thirty or more days before
conducting these depositions, especially if information raised in the deposition necessitates
further discovery. That said, if there is another date closer to our proposed days that would be
more convenient to Softek, we are happy to discuss accommodating this.
We similarly disagree with your assertion that taking three depositions to collect information
central to the claims at issue is somehow unreasonable or beyond the scope of discovery.
Depositions are a standard discovery device, and the number at issue here is far less than the
ten permitted as a matter of course under TBMP 404.02 and Fed. R. Civ. P. 30. Further, there is
no colorable argument that these depositions would expose Softek to "annoyance,
embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or expense" as required for a protective order.
See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(c)(1). MSD is well within its rights to seek depositions that are likely to
uncover relevant, admissible evidence for use in these proceedings, and written questions are
not an adequate substitute for these depositions. Furthermore, any burden of a deposition is
greatly minimized by the remote nature of the proposed depositions, further undermining
Softek's claims of undue burden.
Finally, we disagree with your characterization of each party's respective conduct in discovery
thus far. MSD's discovery requests have been reasonable and have sought only information
relevant to the claims and counterclaims in this matter, and have been limited in time, scope,
and burden to meet the needs of this case. Softek's status as a small business does not shield
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it from having to comply with these reasonable requests, nor does MSD's size preclude it from
making them. Furthermore, and contrary to your assertions, Softek has not complied with the
original deadlines in this case; it requested (and was granted) extensions for its responses to
MSD’s discovery, and then failed to meet these extended deadlines, requiring further
prompting by MSD. Specifically, Softek's responses to MSD's first set of interrogatories and
requests for production were originally due on January 17, 2021, but Softek requested (and
MSD in good faith consented to) an extension to February 16, 2021. Softek failed to make this
extended deadline, instead responding on February 19 after receiving a follow‐up email from
MSD. We are thus disappointed that our good faith request for an extension to respond to
Softek’s discovery requests has been weaponized in your email below, especially since it was
made in part in reliance of your representation to show us a similar courtesy when we granted
your earlier request for extension for your client to respond to our discovery request (as well
as when MSD consented to a different 60‐day extension for Softek to respond to MSD’s
counterclaims at the outset of this proceeding).
In light of the foregoing, we will not be withdrawing any of our deposition notices. Please
advise as to how you plan to proceed.
Best,
Rob
From: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 12, 2021 12:47 PM
To: Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>
Cc: Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>; Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>; Robert Baran
<rbaran@conroybaran.com>
Subject: RE: Softek v. MSD ‐ Deposition Notices
[EXTERNAL]

Rob,
We have received your notice of depositions. The dates chosen (16 days from receipt) are too close for us to
effectively prepare for an oral deposition. We require at least 30 days from notice date for the same. Further, your
request for multiple oral depositions to re‐answer questions already answered in interrogatories and RFPs is excessive,
unnecessary, and out of proportion with the amount discovery needed to prosecute this case. Deposition by questions
with written responses would certainly be sufficient in this matter, especially considering my client has already produced
documents and provided sworn statements that answer the questions provided in Attachment A to your deposition
request.
With this letter, we formally request that you withdraw your deposition notices and, instead, submit written
deposition questions to the parties identified regarding any relevant matters not already covered in discovery. If
additional questions remain after you receive those answers, we are willing to consider the scheduling of a follow‐up,
oral deposition so long as it is necessary and limited one such deposition (not three).
We have cooperated fully and in good faith with MSD’s discovery requests. We expect that MSD will also respect
the TTAB’s standing orders to respect the principles of proportionality and good faith regarding discovery. Compliance
with your client’s discovery requests has imposed a heavy burden on my client, a small midwestern business, but we
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have complied with those requests within the original deadlines. Your client, an exponentially larger multinational
corporation, when served with a much lighter load, requested an additional 60 days and has not shown any progress on
my clients requests.
Considering this trend of your demanding excessive discovery while not timely honoring your own production
obligations, if you fail to withdraw the deposition notices and work with us on a more reasonable discovery options, we
will most certainly petition the Board for a protective order regarding your needlessly burdensome and duplicative
discovery requests.
‐Bob
Robert Reynolds
Attorney

Kansas City: 417-496-2467 | 1316 Saint Louis Avenue, 2nd Floor, Kansas City, Missouri 64101
Joplin: 417-385-7776 | 4000 S. Range Line Road, Joplin, Missouri 64804 (by appointment only)
rreynolds@conroybaran.com
www.conroybaran.com
This is an electronic mail transmission from Conroy Baran, LLC. This electronic mail transmission is intended only for the above
named recipient and is confidential and may be subject to the attorney/client privilege. These privileges are not waived by virtue of
having sent this electronic transmission to someone in error. If the person actually receiving this message or any other reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, note that disclosure, copying, distributing, or using the contents of this message is prohibited. If
you have received this transmission in error, please immediately return it via e-mail to the sender, then delete this message and call
the sender at 417-385-7776.
E-mail may not be a secure method of communication. It may be copied and held by any computer through which it passes, and
persons not participating in the communication may intercept the communication. Should you wish to discontinue this method of
communication, please advise, and no further e-mail communication will be sent.
Any tax advice contained in this communication, including attachments, is not intended as a thorough, in-depth analysis of specific
issues, nor a substitute for a formal opinion, nor is it sufficient to avoid tax-related penalties.

From: Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2021 4:59 PM
To: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Cc: Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>; Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>; Robert Baran
<rbaran@conroybaran.com>
Subject: Softek v. MSD ‐ Deposition Notices

Bob,
Attached are three deposition notices for the Softek v. MSD proceeding. We have tentatively
set dates and times for these depositions, but we are, of course, happy to discuss alternative
dates if the noticed dates are unworkable.
Best,
Rob
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Friday, May 28, 2021 6:56 PM
Miller, Ryan
Lavalleye, Marie; Hunziker, Robert
RE: Amended responses to interrogatories and RFPs

Categories:

Red Category

[EXTERNAL]

Good evening, all.
We will not be making your deadline of “by May 28” as mentioned in your email. We have been using this time
to review your discovery production and will need to speak with you regarding that shortly. I will have responses to your
letter either tonight or tomorrow morning. Have a good weekend.
-Bob
From: Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2021 4:02 PM
To: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Cc: Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>; Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>
Subject: RE: Amended responses to interrogatories and RFPs
Please see attached.
From: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2021 3:35 PM
To: Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>
Cc: Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>; Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>
Subject: RE: Amended responses to interrogatories and RFPs
[EXTERNAL]

Ryan, can you send me a word copy of the same so I can respond in-line?
Robert Reynolds
Attorney

Kansas City: 417-496-2467 | 1316 Saint Louis Avenue, 2 nd Floor, Kansas City, Missouri 64101
Joplin: 417-385-7776 | 4000 S. Range Line Road, Joplin, Missouri 64804 (by appointment only)
rreynolds@conroybaran.com
www.conroybaran.com
This is an electronic mail transmission from Conroy Baran, LLC. This electronic mail transmission is intended only for the above
named recipient and is confidential and may be subject to the attorney/client privilege. These privileges are not waived by virtue of
having sent this electronic transmission to someone in error. If the person actually receiving this message or any other reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, note that disclosure, copying, distributing, or using the contents of this message is prohibited. If
1

you have received this transmission in error, please immediately return it via e-mail to the sender, then delete this message and call
the sender at 417-385-7776.
E-mail may not be a secure method of communication. It may be copied and held by any computer through which it passes, and
persons not participating in the communication may intercept the communication. Should you wish to discontinue this method of
communication, please advise, and no further e-mail communication will be sent.
Any tax advice contained in this communication, including attachments, is not intended as a thorough, in-depth analysis of specific
issues, nor a substitute for a formal opinion, nor is it sufficient to avoid tax-related penalties.

From: Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2021 2:05 PM
To: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Cc: Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>; Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>
Subject: RE: Amended responses to interrogatories and RFPs
Dear Bob:
Please see the attached letter.
Best,
Ryan Miller

Pronouns: He/Him/His
Covington & Burling LLP
One CityCenter, 850 Tenth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001-4956
T +1 202 662 5688 | rmiller@cov.com
www.cov.com

This message is from a law firm and may contain information that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, please
immediately advise the sender by reply e-mail that this message has been inadvertently transmitted to you and delete this e-mail from your system.
Thank you for your cooperation.

From: Robert Reynolds <rreynolds@conroybaran.com>
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 1:20 PM
To: Hunziker, Robert <RHunziker@cov.com>
Cc: Miller, Ryan <RMiller@cov.com>; Lavalleye, Marie <mlavalleye@cov.com>
Subject: Amended responses to interrogatories and RFPs
[EXTERNAL]

Good afternoon, all.
Please find attached our amended responses to your first set of interrogatories and your RFPs. We have not
received a response to our email to you on May 21. We assume that your silence on these matters means that we have
correctly understood your stance on them. If this is not correct, please clarify by close of business today.
-Bob
Robert Reynolds
Attorney
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Kansas City: 417-496-2467 | 1316 Saint Louis Avenue, 2nd Floor, Kansas City, Missouri 64101
Joplin: 417-385-7776 | 4000 S. Range Line Road, Joplin, Missouri 64804 (by appointment only)
rreynolds@conroybaran.com
www.conroybaran.com
This is an electronic mail transmission from Conroy Baran, LLC. This electronic mail transmission is intended only for the above
named recipient and is confidential and may be subject to the attorney/client privilege. These privileges are not waived by virtue of
having sent this electronic transmission to someone in error. If the person actually receiving this message or any other reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, note that disclosure, copying, distributing, or using the contents of this message is prohibited. If
you have received this transmission in error, please immediately return it via e-mail to the sender, then delete this message and call
the sender at 417-385-7776.
E-mail may not be a secure method of communication. It may be copied and held by any computer through which it passes, and
persons not participating in the communication may intercept the communication. Should you wish to discontinue this method of
communication, please advise, and no further e-mail communication will be sent.
Any tax advice contained in this communication, including attachments, is not intended as a thorough, in-depth analysis of specific
issues, nor a substitute for a formal opinion, nor is it sufficient to avoid tax-related penalties.
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